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Abstract approved:

Molecular dynamics and structures of solids and matrix isolated

transient species have been investigated at low temperatures.

In part I, laser Raman spectroscopy has been used to measure

torsional frequencies in multitop molecules. Raman spectra are

presented for liquid (CH 3)3P and (CH
3

)
3
As, single crystalline

(CH3)3PS and (CH3)3AsS and sublimed films of (CH 3)3P, (CH
3

)
3
PO,

(CH3)3PS, (CH
3

)
3
PSe, (CH3)3As, (CH

3
)
3
AsO, and (CH

3
)

3
AsS. Far

infrared spectra are also shown for (CH3)3As and (CD3)3As. Vibra,-

tional assignments are offered for all compounds and, by means of

low temperature spectroscopy and isotopic substitution both A
2

and E

torsional frequencies are identified. Tests of several common models

used to deduce potential barrier parameters are made, and it is found

that inclusion of some mixing between the torsional and skeletal bending



coordinates can change the barrier values by as much as 10%. Methyl

methyl interaction terms are even more sensitive to the potential

model used.

Barrier values of 1100, 1460, 1280, 1160, 820, 1130, and 920
- 1cm are obtained for (CH3)3P, (CH3)3P0, (CH3)3PS, (CH3)3PSe,

(CH
3

)
3
As, (CH

3
)
3
AsO, and (CH

3
)

3
AsS respectively while the corres-

ponding top-top coupling terms are -92, -213, -67, -57, -91, and

-206 cm-1. Since v is not resolvable from v.., in (CH3)3AsS
e l A2

no interaction is reported. These values are compared with those for

other C
3v

multitop molecules and all are discussed in terms of non-

bonded interactions between methyl hydrogens and the other atoms in

the molecules.

A method for studying vibrational energy transfer processes

occurring in matrices and its application to matrix isolated C2

comprises part II of the thesis. A pulsed dual laser method involving

photon counting and signal averaging techniques is described which

permits the measurement of vibrational lifetimes in general systems.

This method possesses a number of advantages over direct infrared

fluorescence (e. g. application to homonuclear diatomics, greater

detector sensitivity, etc. ). A general kinetic analysis of the vibra-

tional relaxation is outlined for a multilevel system including cascading

effects and different matrix sites.

Fluorescence, visible-uv absorption spectra, and spectroscopic



constants are presented for C2 ions isolated in an Ar lattice obtained

from the photolysis of Ar:C2H2 at 14° K. V--"V and 1/"-T energy trans-

fer from C2 in Ar is found to be slow and shows no temperature depen-

dence from 16 to 32° K. The analysis shows two lifetimes ,E* andra

and agrees best with two sites for C2 in Ar with vibrational rate

constants differing by a factor of The two sites are discussed in

terms of nearest neighbor interactions between the C2 and Ar atoms.

A strong variation is observed for 'r with changes in the initial

concentration of C2H2 and in doping levels of energy accepting species:

N2, CO, 02° C2H2, C2D2 and Li. ,ra and re vary from 0.37 and

0.08 msec to 9.4 and 0.9 msec for Ar:C
2

H
2

z--100 and 20000 respec-

tively. Thus, vibrational energy transfer directly to the phonon levels

of the matrix is surprisingly inefficient since these results show that

transfer occurs more readily even at large distances to acceptors with

vibrations which are significantly greater than the phonon levels

themselves.

This work represents the first direct measurement of

nonradiative vibrational decay for a matrix isolated molecule.

Structural studies of carbon halide free radicals are described

in part III. The free radicals CCI3, CC12, CCI, CBr2, and CBr3 are

generated by pyrolysis of CC14, CBrC13 and Cbr4 and stabilized in Ar

and N2 matrices. In electric discharge experiments CBr3 ions are
3

also formed and trapped in an Ar matrix. Although strong infrared



absorptions were observed at 900 and 773 cm-1 for v3 of CC1
3

and

CBr
3

radicals, no feature was observed for v
1

at previously reported

frequencies. Moreover no identification of v
1

was possible from

Raman spectra due to fluorescence. Thus the spectra allow no con-

clusion regarding the symmetry of CC13 or CBr3.

Iron and tantalum halides were also detected as reaction prod-

ucts in pyrolysis experiments involving stainless steel and tantalum

ovens. The observation of Fe Cl
2

and FeC1
3

under conditions similar

to those reported in electron diffraction studies of pyrolysis products

of CBrC1
3

raises some questions about the analysis of these data.

particular, the deduction of pyramidal structures for CC1 , CBr3,

and CBrC1
2

may not be correct.
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SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF MOLECULAR DYNAMICS AND
STRUCTURE AT LOW TEMPERATURE:

I. POTENTIAL BARRIERS FOR MULTITOP MOLECULES
II. VIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER

III. CARBON TRIHALIDE FREE RADICALS

PART I: RAMAN SPECTRA AND TORSIONAL BARRIER
CALCULATIONS FOR MULTITOP MOLECULES:

(CA
3

)
3
MX, (A=H,D; M=P, As; X=0,S,Se)

INTRODUC TION

The role of nonbonded intramolecular forces in determining

molecular structures and vibrations has been a subject of considerable

interest in past years [1-5]. In principle one of the more direct

probes of such interactions comes from the analysis of the torsional

motions of multitop molecules such as (CH 3)3N, (CH3)3CX and others.

Although transitions among torsional levels are very weak in these

molecules, recent infrared and Raman (and microwave) studies have

yielded some torsional barrier values (typically 1 - 5 Kcal/mole) and,

in a few instances, top-top coupling terms (commonly about 10% of

the barrier height). To date all top-top interaction terms have been

found to be negative, a feature consistent with nonbonded H H

repulsions according to Lide and Mann [6]. Results obtained by Durig

and coworkers [7] indicate that this H -I-1 interaction is fairly com-

plex however, and there does not seem to be a simple potential model

which can satisfactorily account for all of the available torsional bar-

rier and top-top coupling data. However, it is not clear to what



2

extent this failure stems from the models used in calculating the

barrier parameters. In particular, significant errors could arise

from the assumption of a simple sinusoidal potential barrier (or the

harmonic expansion of this), from the neglect of mixing of the torsion

with other skeletal modes or, possibly, from errors in the molecular

torsional frequencies and molecular parameters.

In view of this, and because of the availability of precise

structural data recently obtained from electron diffraction studies [8],

we were led to search for the torsional frequencies of a series of

three top (CH3)3MX molecules (M=P, As; X=0,S,Se). Two torsional

transitions (A2 and E) exist for these molecules but the A2 mode is

both Raman and infrared inactive for a C 3v structure. In the solid

phase however a reduced site symmetry can remove this restriction

and in fact it has been possible to identify both A
2

and E torsional

modes in the Raman spectra of low temperature sublimed films and

single crystals. Deuterium substitution has been used to confirm

these assignments and the spectral data and torsional barrier param-

eters based on several potential models are presented here for the

phosphorous and arsenic compounds (CH3)3P, (CH3)3P0, (CH3)3PS,

(CH
3

)
3
PSe, (CH3)3As, (CH3)3AsO and (CH

3
)

3
AsS. The possible

effects on these values of mixing between the methyl torsions and

other low frequency modes (e. g. , the XMC3 skeletal stretch and



3

deformations and CH3 rock) have been systematically examined by

normal coordinate analysis.

Although the principal interest in this work lies in the torsional

modes, a brief consideration of the assignments of the other internal

fundamentals is also offered since Raman spectra of several of these

solids (or their deuterated forms) have not been previously reported.



EXPERIMENTAL

The compounds were obtained from the parent compounds by

standard methods [9], with the use of hydrogen peroxide for conver

sion to the phosphine and arsine oxides [10]. We only mention one

complication with the sulfide compounds which has bearing on at least

two previous Raman studies [11,12]. These compounds are prepared

by reacting (CH3)3P and (CH3)3As with sulfur, followed by purification

by sublimation. Unfortunately, any residual volatile sulfur is not

eliminated in this way, as evidenced by the appearance of modest sul-

fur Raman peaks at 474, 218, and 154 cm-1. The 154 feature has been

erroneously assigned as the E CH3 torsion in (CH
3

)
3
PS by previous

workers [11], but a careful recrystallization of the product in CS
2

completely eliminated this feature. Microanalysis of (CH3)3PS gave

C = 33.49, H = 8. 25, S = 29.50 versus calculated values of C = 33.31,

H = 8.40, S = 29.65. Deuterated compounds were prepared from

(CD 3)3P and (CD
3

)
3
As which was obtained in 40-50% yield from the

reaction (at ca. -20°C) of PC13 or AsCl3 with a di-n-butylether solu-

tion of the Grignard reagent from CH3 I (Aldrich Chemical Co.;

isotopic purity > 99%).

(CH
3

)
3
PSe and (CD

3
)
3
PSe were prepared by the reaction of

elemental Se with excess amounts of (CH3)3P and (CD3)3P respec-

tively. White solids were obtained which were stable in light in the
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absence of air. However, when the same procedure was used to

prepare (CH
3

)
3
As Se, it was found that reverse decomposition

occurred when attempts were made to sublime the material at low

pressure onto a 14°K substrate (only a (CH
3

)
3
As spectrum was

observed). Accordingly spectra were taken of samples sealed in

tubes with excess (CH
3

)
3
As, with results similar to those reported

previously by Kolar, Zingaro and Laane [17] for aqueous solutions.

Since, in both cases, no features attributable to the CH3 torsions

could be discerned in the low frequency region, no further work was

done on (CH
3

)
3

As Se.

All oxide compounds were handled in a dry bag because of their

hygroscopic nature. Single crystals of the oxides, sulfides and

selenides were grown in capillaries by slow vacuum sublimation.

However only the (CH3)3PS, (CD3)3PS, (CH3)3AsS and (CD3)3AsS

crystals were suitable for Raman polarization studies.

Raman spectra at 1-3 cm-1 resolution were recorded on a Cary

82 spectrophotometer using an S. P. 164 argon ion laser (4880 and

5145 A). Liquid spectra of (CH3)3P and (CD3)3P were obtained using

a flow of cooled N2 and a Harney-Miller type cell. This cell is com-

prised of a small reflux condensor, dimension 10 cm length, 3 cm

diameter, tapered on one end. The outside jacket is sealed under

vacuum. The sample is held by a copper coil for maximum heat

exchange with cool nitrogen gas. The temperature is monitored at



the sample by a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple inserted through the

N2 gas exit tube.

Cold _4
N2 gas

N2 gas
7

Z

Capillary
sample tube

Cu wire
coil

Figure 1. Harney-Miller cell.

Low temperature (190 to 170°K) single crystal spectra of

(CH3)3MS and (CD 3)3MS were recorded similarly. To sharpen the

bands further, spectra of sublimed films were also obtained after

several an.nealings to -265°K and cooling to 14°K using a Displex

closed cycle cryostat.
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RESULTS

Symmetry Predictions

Although a C3 structure for the gaseous (CH
3

)
3
MX molecules

cannot be positively eliminated, the electron diffraction results [8, 14]

(and microwave results for (CH3)3P [15]) are generally consistent with

a C
3v model in which the methyl groups are staggered with respect to

the M-X and M-C bonds. The molecules have 36 normal modes of

8A1 + 4A2 + 12E symmetry under C3v, with only the A2 modes IR and

Raman inactive. For solid (CH3)3PS, a partial x-ray analysis [16]

has established a monoclinic structure (C2h) with 2 molecules per unit

cell, each lying on a Cs symmetry plane. Correlations between the

symmetry of the molecule (C3v), site in the cyrstal (Cs), and the

crystal (C2h) point group are shown below.

Molecule Site Crystal
Activity C3v Cs C2h Activity

R,IR A A' A Rl g
B RA A"

g
R,IR E A

u
IR

Bu IR

For the Cs point group both the A' and A" transitions are Raman

and IR active. Such correlation considerations lead one to expect 36

Raman active fundamentals in the crystal spectrum: 8A + 4B
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singlets coming from the 8A
1

and 4A
2

molecular modes plus 12

closely spaced pairs (A + B ) arising from the 12E vibrations.

Although the crystal structures of (CH3)3P, (CH3)3P0,

(CH
3

)
3
PSe, (CH

3
)
3
As, (CH3)3AsO and (CH

3
)
3
AsS are not known, the

similarity of their spectra to that of (CH3)3PS suggests that all of

these crystals are probably isomorphic. Even if this assumption is

not correct, it is still true that any reduction of the C3v molecular

symmetry in the crystal site (to C3, Cs or C1) will confer some

Raman activity on the A2 vibrations and thus in principle allow the A2

torsion to be observed.

Trimethyl Phosphine Series

A. Single Crystal and Annealed Film Spectra

Because single crystal polarization experiments can allow

classification of the symmetries of each transition, a number of

Raman experiments were conducted on (CH 3)3PS and (CD 3)3PS single

crystals. Since the atomic coordinates were not published in the

x-ray report, it was not possible to completely characterize the unit

cell axis orientation with respect to the measurement axis system.

However, because the PS bond must be in the symmetry plane of the

crystal, it was possible to manipulate the crystal so as to maximize

the alignment of the P-S bond with the Y measurement axis simply by



maximizing the intensity of the P-S stretching band. This ensures

that a polarization experiment Z(YY)X will pick out only Ag scattering

produced by the YY tensor terms while the Z(XZ)X features must be

of B symmetry. Unfortunately it was not possible to establish the
g

orientation of the symmetry plane and thus either of the extremes

shown in Figure 2 (or any intermediate orientation) is possible. As a

result spectra obtained in Z(XY)X and Z(YZ)X polarizations are

probably mixtures of A and B components.

Polarization spectra obtained at 190°K (to sharpen all bands as

much as possible) are displayed in Figures 3 and 4 and the frequen-

cies and deduced symmetries are given in Table 1. These results

were quite helpful in establishing the fundamental assignments (vide

infra). However, the spectra were somewhat disappointing in that

the torsional frequencies were quite weak and still very broad even at

190°K (see low frequency region in Figure 4). Because spectra of

annealed films at 14°K gave significantly sharper peaks (Figure 7)

with improved signal to noise ratio, only sublimed films of the other

solids were studied. These spectra are shown in Figures 5-8 and the

corresponding frequencies are listed in Table 2. These frequencies

will be cited in the following discussion, with the frequencies of the

deuterated compounds given in parentheses when appropriate.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of single crystal (CH3)3PS at 190°K.
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Table 1. Raman vibrational frequencies (cm -1 ) of single crystal (C113)3PS and (CD3)3PS
at 190°K.

(CH3 ) 3PS (03)3PS Assignments Expected Symmetry Species
C
3v

+ C
2h

2986 A 2238 A
2975 A g 2233 Ag
2970 Ag 2227 Ag

13 g

A 2127 A
TO : 2123 Bg

g

2865 A 2106 A
2855

A:
--

g

2836 A8
2820 Ag --
2797 Ag 2016 A
2564 Ag --

g

1436 A 1047 B
1426 Bg -- g

1415 Bg
1411 Ag
1408 Ag
1401 Bg --
1397 Ag 1037 Bg

1313 Ag 1026 A
1289

Bg
g 1020

Ag
Bg

958 A 796 A
955 Bg B!g
946 Ag 778 A;

Bg
944 B g --
867 Bg 702 B
-- 697 Bgg

752 B 646 A
745 A

g
635 Bgg g

711 Bg 627 A
g

565 A 536 A
558 Ag

g
g

528 Ag

298 A 257 A
292 B: 256 Bg

g

279 A 245 A
g g

222 A
g

B 206 B
' g

-- 198 Ag
g

247 A 168 B

BgBg242 158 Bg

102 B 95. B
72 Bg 65 Ag
66 Ag 58 Ag
63 _g --

48 B 43 8
g g

asym

sym

Overtones
and

Combinations

6
CH

asym

PCH

vPC asym

vpc sym

vP534

A +A +2E + 3A +38
1 2 g 8

A +E + 2A +8
1 g g

A +A +2E + 3A +38
1 2 g g

A
1
+E + 2Ag +8g

A
1
+A

2
4. 2 E + 3A

g
+3B

g

E + Ag +Bg

A + A
1 g

Al Agg

a E - A
g
+B

6
PC

sym Al + Ag

asym E + A +B
g 8

A +E + A +2B
2

Ag +2BT
CH3

Lattice
Modes

Librations + Ag+28g
Translations + 2Ag+Bg
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Table 2. Raman vibrational frequencies (cm-1) of (01
3

)

3
Px compounds at 14 °K.
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(CH3)3P (CD3)3P (013)3P0 (CO3) 3P0 (CH3)3P5 (CD3)3PS (CH3) PSe (CO3)3PSe Assignments

2969 vs 2221 vs 2984 vs 2239 vs 2986 vs 2244 s 2982 vs 2236 vs
2959 vs 2214 vs --- --- 2974 vs 2238 m 2969 vs 2229 vs eui asym
--- --- --- --- --- 2235 s --- 2225 vs
--- - 2230 *-- --- --- ---

2898 vs 2115 vs 2913 vs 2136 vs 2905 vs 2133 vs 2903 vs 2122 vs-)
2128 m 2116 J

2870 w.sh 2103 w,sh 2890 w 2018 m %:53 :w,sh 2008 a
2860 w.sh 2055 w

2155 vw
2023 w,sh

2870
:2870 w ... .

2809 a 2019 w 2810 vw
.2.!1.7 w

--- --- 2571 vw --- J
::::::tes and

--. 1982 m 2802 vw --- .-- 2569 vw ---

combinations

1430 w1451 w 1460 w 1068 w1059 w 1434 w 1050 vw
1420 w

1044 vw
1434 a 1048 a 1055 w

1413 m1417 w ---
1440 w
1411 w .--

1424 w

1413 w
1410 a

100370 %

1412 w --- 1405 w --- 1407 w

1039 w

1.1.3129 w

1397 vw

---
601 asym

-- --- x., -.-1396 w

1315 vw 1119 vw1033 w 1041 w
1298 w' 1017 8 1292.w 1026 *

1308 vw 1026 w

1278 vw 1003 a ,--. ---
1285 vw
---

951 6 777 w 958 vw 804 vw

.1.0.1-11 w

959 w

7495 r

794 vw
778 vw946 r 769 8 952 vw 941 w
105 Vw416 Vw ..... 941 Vw

711 or

866 w
.6.. 4..b 883 vw

671 vw
787 vw

.... 655 vw ---

751 a

699 w

711 6 632 41648 4 745 M71;
629 M

647 Vw
629 w - -.. 636 w742 0

957 VII 606 vs 709 vw594 vs 672 VS 630 w

1146 1163 a 563 vs 537 vs
-.- 528 w

364 a ---
329 a

297 s
255 m358 a

276 w

290 a

269 w 322 w315 w 276 w 242 w

240 m288 w
269 w

242 w 254 w
250 w 228 m

206 w
198 w224 w

220 w

1308 w

954 e

98461 :

...

153 a
746 0

687 a

442 vs

266 s
263 s

276

1022 w
1018 Sw

'87

:Wil
701 w
697 w

635 W

::: :

416 vs

232 vs]
228

:

187 w -1

182 w j

ocil sym

I"CH

Wm :Wm, E

WPC Arm' Al

v
PX, Al

S
PX, E

6PC Arm' Al

6PC asym, E

241 vw250 w291 vw224 vw 164 vw 166 vw ] to asym, E
196 w

176 vw
- --284 vw

160 w210 w,sh 152 w,sh 216 vw 228 w

172 vw

16$ w 223 vw 157 vw T013 sYm' A2

103 vw 98 vw 108 vw 108 vw 105 vw --- 60 w,sh

75 w 68 w 80 w 78 vw 74 w 75 vii --- 57 m

SSw 53 w 69 vw 58 w 66 a 69 w 62 a 47 m,sh Lattice modes

36 w 33 w 55 vw 51 w 63 w 46 s 45 s,sh

--- --- --- ___ 49 vw --- 43 s
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B. Vibrational Assignments

CH3 Group Vibrations. Excluding the CH3 torsions, 24 CH3

modes are expected in the following characteristic frequency regions:

6 v
CH

asym (A
1
+A2+2E) - 2960-2980 cm-1 3 v

CH
sync,. (A 1+E) - 2900-

2910 cm-1, 6
CH

asym (A
1
+A2+2E) - 1400-1460 cm -1

3

sym (A 1+E) - 1280-1320 cm-1 and 6 rocking and wagging3 6
CH3

modes P (A1 +A2+2E) in the 800-1100 cm-1 range. A numbering
CH3

scheme and a description of these molecular modes has been given by

Kolar et al. [17]. In the solid phase, all 24 modes are Raman active

and, indeed, the high resolution single crystal spectra reveal many of

these components. In some cases, the polarization results can be

used to justify specific assignments within each characteristic region.

For example, the B character and the absence of a nearly coincident
g

Ag counterpart for features at 1415 (1037) and 955 (787) cm -1 favor

their assignments as "inactive" A2 molecular vibrations [liquid

Raman depolarization results for (CH3)3P and (CD3)3P aid in this con-

clusion since they pinpoint the analogous Al and E modes]. In general,

the CH3 and CD
3

assignments shown in Tables 1 and 2 are in good

accord with those chosen by earlier workers and thus no detailed dis-

cussion seems to be necessary.

PC Stretches. The Al and E P-C stretches for all the molecules

studied occur in the 600-750 cm-1 range with the antisymmetric mode
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generally lying about 50 cm-1 higher than the symmetric stretch.

Clear evidence for the correctness of this ordering comes from the

liquid depolarization values for (CH3)3P and (CD3)3P and from the

fact that both the A and B components of the E mode are observed
g g

for most of the solids. This ordering of these frequencies agrees

with those from earlier infrared and Raman studies on (CH 3)3P [18-

20], (CD3)3P [19] and (CH3)3P0 [11,21-23] but differs from that

offered recently for (CH3)3PS by Pantzer et al. [11] on the basis of

relative intensities expected for Al and E modes. For all the

molecules, a significant deuterium shift is observed ( -1. 11 and

1.16 H/D ratios for Al and E stretches respectively).

PX Stretch and Bend. The PX stretch is expected to be an A
g

singlet in the solid phase and to show significant X but modest D fre-

quency shifts. For the oxide, an intense Raman band at 1146

(1163) cm-1 is an obvious choice for the PO stretch. The unusual

upward deuterium shift is attributed to a repulsive mixing with the

methyl deformations which move below the PO stretch in the

deuterated compound. In the sulfide, the stretch occurs as a strong

Ag singlet at 563 (537) cm -1, with a 34S Ag shoulder at about 9 cm 1-

to the red (calc. diatomic PS shift is 8.0 cm-1
). The large frequency

drop in going from the oxide to the sulfide reflects a marked decrease

in the P-X force constant since the mass effect alone would imply a

P-S stretch of -950 cm-1 (diatomic approximation). On the other
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hand, the shift in going from the sulfide to the selenide

(v
PSe = 442 cm -1

) is primarily due to a mass effect (vcalc. = 473 cm l).

It may be noted that the relative intensity of the PX stretch increases

dramatically in going from the oxide to the sulfide and selenide, in

keeping with the reduced polarity and greater polarizability of the PS

and PSe bonds.

The PX deformation should appear as an A + B doublet in the

solid phase and the intense frequency pairs at about 360, 295, and

265 cm-1 are logical assignments for the 0, S and Se compounds

respectively. As expected, for both the oxide and the sulfide this

choice gives the lowest H/D ratio (1. 10 and 1.15 respectively) of any

of the low frequency E type doublets. For the selenide however, the

ratio (1. 15) is not as small as that (1.09) of an alternative doublet at

202 (185) cm-1. Nonetheless the 265 cm-1 band is preferred because

its great intensity implies that it involves the greatest motion of the

very polarizable PSe bond. [Note in Figures 5-7 that the PX deforma-

tion dominates the low frequency Raman spectrum.]

PC Deformations. The Al and E skeletal deformations should

appear in the 200-300 cm-1 region for all compounds and the liquid

polarization results for (CH3)3P and (CD3)3P (Figure 9) clearly show

that the Al mode lies highest in frequency (despite some earlier

assignments to the contrary) [18]. As expected, the 315 cm-1 band

remains a singlet in the solid phase but it does shift somewhat as X is
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Figure 9. Raman spectra of the low frequency regions of liquid and
solid (CH 3)3P and (CD 3)3P as a function of temperature.
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varied (Table 2). The corresponding E deformation near 280 cm-1

gives A and B components in the solid phase, with a maximum

splitting of 19 cm- 1 for the (CH3)3P parent compound. Because this

site or factor group splitting is fairly large, Durig et al. [7] chose to

tentatively assign the lower component of this pair as the E CH3

torsion. However the low deuterium shift measured for this band in

the present work (269/224 = 1.20) clearly argues against this latter

cho ice.

Since the E PC deformation is expected to have greater Raman

intensity than the E or A
2

torsions the assignments of the doublets

centered at 252 (234), 222 (202) and 202 (184) cm-1 seem sensible for

the oxide sulfide and selenide respectively. This choice results in a

larger decrease in the frequency of the E deformation in going from

the parent to the sulfide than occurs for the Al deformation but this

may be a consequence of greater mixing of the E mode with the nearby

E PX deformation and the E torsion. The relatively low HID ratios

for the E PC deformation (1.08, 1.09, and 1.09 respectively) also

might be attributed to repulsive mixing with the E torsional mode

since the latter drops below the deformation mode in going from

(CH
3

)
3

PX to (CD
3

)
3
PX. Such mixing should produce a larger than

normal H/D shift for the E torsion, a prediction borne out by the

observations.
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CH3 Torsions. Although the torsional frequencies are of

particular interest for these molecules, the breadth and low intensity

of these transitions at room temperature have precluded their direct

detection in all the previous studies save one. For (CH 3)3P, by cool-

ing the solid to -170°C, Durig et al. were able to detect several low

frequency Raman features (at 313, 287, 268 and 223 cm-1) [7]. These

they tentatively assigned as the Al and E PC deformations and the E

and A2 torsions respectively, although they pointed out some difficul-

ties with these assignments. In particular, these torsional values do

not agree well with earlier microwave estimates of 223 ± 20 (E) and

197 ± 20 cm-1 (A2) which were derived by Lide and Mann from

intensity measurements as a function of temperature. Though the

latter determinations are indirect and have large uncertainties, the

microwave observation of I type doubling for rotational transitions

involving the degenerate E torsion did definitely establish the out of

phase E torsion (where the methyl 'gears' counter-rotate or 'grind')

at a higher frequency than the in phase A
2

motion (where the methyl

'gears' mesh smoothly).

In view of this disagreement between the Raman and microwave

torsional frequencies, the low frequency regions of liquid and solid

(CH3)3P and (CD 3)3P were examined in detail (Figure 9). In the

liquid, the Al and E PC3 deformations at 305 (259) and 263 (218) cm 1

dominate the Raman spectrum but by cooling to - -65°C, a weak
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broad shoulder at 225 (158) cm-1 is clearly discernable. The Raman

activity and the H/D ratio of this feature (1.42) require its assignment

as the E torsion. In the solid phase, this band becomes more intense,

a weak shoulder appears at 210 (152) cm-1 and the E deformation at

263 (218) cm-1 splits into a triplet at 288, 280, 269 (242, 234, 224)

cm-1. The question then is which, if any, of these features can be

attributed to the A2 torsion. Since none of the triplet features show

an HID shift large enough for the torsion, we conclude that two of

them are due to the E deformation (split by a lowering of the site

symmetry) while the weaker shoulder at 280 (234) cm 1 could be due

to further factor group splitting or, more likely, to a torsion plus

lattice mode combination band, e. g. , 224 + 55 = 279 (164+68= 232)cm 1
.

The shoulder at 210 (152) cm -1 is the only remaining candidate for the

A2 mode but it also could be that this is a second component of the E

torsion. Although this possibility cannot be absolutely eliminated, it is

not favored for the following reasons:

1. Only a small splitting of the E torsion would be expected in

the solid phase and the E mode at 224 (164) cm-1 is already

broad enough to encompass two unresolved features. (These

are actually resolved for the (CH
3

)
3
PX compounds --see

below).

2. The E torsion is not expected to decrease in frequency on

solidification whereas the 210 (152) cm-1 feature is
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significantly lower than the liquid E value, 225 (158) cm -1.

3. The assignment as an A
2

mode is quite consistent with the

indirect microwave frequency estimates.

Although no microwave estimates were available for the

(CH
3

)
3
PX compounds, the Raman spectra generally yielded clear

choices for the torsions. The spectra for (CH3)3P0 (Figure 6) pro-

vide the most dramatic example of the value of the low temperature

studies since, in the region below 400 cm-1, each of the 3 E modes

is clearly split into a resolved doublet while the Al PC3 deformation

at 322 (276) cm-1 and the weak A2 torsion at 216 (160) cm-1 appear

as sharp singlets. The E torsion is split only slightly (291 and

284 cm-1) for (CH
3

)
3
PO while these components apparently merge

together at 196 cm-1 for (CD3)3P0. The mean of the E and A2

torsions [252 (178) cm-1] is significantly higher than in trimethyl

phosphine [217 (158) cm-1] itself, suggesting a greater repulsion by

the PO bond than by the phosphorus lone pair electrons. The separa-

tion between the E and A2 torsions also is greatly increased and the

H/D ratio of the E mode is anomalously high (1. 47), results due at

least in part to mixing of the E torsion with the nearby E PC deforma-

tion.

For the sulfide, the E torsion drops significantly in frequency

to 250 (176,172) cm -1 and the isotopic shift remains large (1.42).

The uncoupled A2 torsion appears at 228 (165) cm-1 with a more
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conventional H/D ratio of (1.38). The mean of the E and A2 torsions
1

thus shows a slight drop in going from the oxide [252 (178) cm ] to

the sulfide [239 (170) cm-1], presumably because of a reduced repul-

sive interaction with the sulfur atom. This trend continues in going

to the selenide where the E [241 (166) cm-1, H/D = 1.45] and A2

[223 (157) cm -1, H/D = 1.42] torsions yield a mean of 232 (161)cm-1.

Although these assignments seem reasonable, one alternative

interpretation was considered carefully. In particular the high H/D

ratios of the E torsion could be reduced to values of 1.29, 1.26 and

1.31 by swapping the assignments of the E PC deformation and the E

torsion for (CH
3

)
3
PO, (CH3)3PS and (CD

3
)
3
PSe respectively. This

would also increase the H/D ratios for the E deformations to 1.23,

1.23 and 1.22, values more akin to that for this mode in (CH3)3P

(1. 19). Although this swap cannot be absolutely ruled out, it is not

favored because:

1. This would be inconsistent with the Raman intensities.

Trimethyl phosphine selenide, Figure 8, serves as the best

example for such an intensity argument. The two (CH3)3PSe

torsional bands assigned at 241, 223 cm-1 and shifted to

166, 157 cm -1 in (CD
3

)
3
PSe are consistently weaker than

the corresponding deformations in (CH
3

)
3

PSe and (CD
3

)
3

PSe

assigned at 203, 201 cm and 187, 182 cm-1 respectively.
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2. The uncomfortably low H/D ratios of torsions would then

imply much more mixing among the coordinates than seems

likely.

3. The calculated torsional barriers are more sensible using

the present assignments than this alternative.

Trimethyl Arsine Series

A. Single Crystal and Annealed Film Spectra

Although no crystal data are available for (CH3)3AsS, the

similarity of its Raman spectrum (especially in the lattice region) to

that of (CH3)3PS suggests that these crystal lattices are probably

isomorphic. Polarization spectra of (CH3)3AsS at 170°K are dis-

played in Figure 10, and the frequencies and deduced symmetries are

given in Table 3. The low frequency Raman region for (CH3)3AsSAsS

and (CD
3

)
3
AsS as a function of temperature is also shown in Figure 11.

Though quite helpful in the asignment of many vibrational modes,

these spectra proved to be of little assistance in establishing the

torsional frequencies. This in part, is due to greater overlaps of

deformations and torsional bands in (CH
3

)
3
AsS and (CD3)3AsS as

compared to (CH3)3PS and (CD3)3PS.
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Table S. Raman vibrational frequencies (cm -1) of single crystal

(CH3)3AsS at 170.K.

Frequencies Assignments
Expected Symmetry Species

C C
3v 2h

2996 B

2988 Ag Bg, g

2908 A Bgi

2803 A ,B
2797 Ag

1436 AgB 2g
1432 A
1430 Bg

1404 Bg

1288 A
1262 Bg

1250 Ag

937 B

935 Ag

911 Ag o
B

844 Bg
g g

628 A Bg

594 Ag

470 Ag

464 Ag

231 Ag

231 A Bg, g

203 A Bg, g

184 A Bg, g

68 A B

59 A
g

$ g
Ag

57 A Bg, g

v asym

sym

overtones and
combinations

asym

sym

CH

A
1
+A

2
+2E -4 3A +3B

g

Al 2A +B
1 g g

A +A
2
+2E 3Ag +Bg+B

A + 4- 2A +B
g

A
1
+A

2
+2E 4- 3Ag+3Bg

v
AsC

asym E Ag+Bg

v
AsC

sym A 4 Ag

v
AsS

A A
g

v
AsS

34 Al 4. A g

6AsC s Ym

AsS

'I'

CH3

6AsC asym

Lattice
Modes

Al 4- Ag
g

E 4. A
g
+B

g

A
2
+E A

g
+2B

g

E
4.

A
g
+B
g

Libration A +2Bg g

Translation 2Ag +Bg
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Figure 11. Low frequency Raman spectra of single crystal (CH3)3AsS
and (CH

3
)
3
AsS as a function of temperature.
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B. Vibrational Assignments

CH 3 and MX Modes. Raman spectra of sublimed films of the

trimethyl arsine compounds are displayed in Figures 12-14 and the

frequency assignments are presented in Table 4. For all com-

pounds, fundamentals are assigned using arguments detailed in the

(CH
3

)
3
PX series. Our results are in accord with earlier studies on

(CH
3

)
3
As [20], (CH3)3AsO [21], and (CH

3
)
3
AsS [17] except that in

none of these cases were the torsional vibrations resolved. Only on

cooling to very low temperatures does one distinguish these features,

a point illustrated in Figure 15 for (CH3)3As.

The CH3 group vibrations vary only slightly among all the

phosphorus and arsenic compounds, the major difference being

slightly lower values (30-50 cm-1) for the symmetric CH3 deforma-

tions of the arsenic compounds. The MX stretching frequencies are

easily identified from their Raman intensity and these do reveal an

interesting decrease in coupling with CH3 and CD3 modes on going

from P to As:

MX v
H

v
D

v /vH D
PO 1146 1163 0.99
PS 563 537 1.05
PSe 442 416 1.06

AsO 866 865 1.00
AsS 467 465 1.00
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Figure 12. Raman spectra of annealed films of (CD3)3As and (CH3)3As at 14°K.
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Figure 13. Raman spectra of annealed films of (CD3 )As0 and (CH3)3As0 at 14°K.
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Figure 14. Raman spectra of annealed films of (CD3 )AsS and (CI-I )AsS at 14°K.



Table 4. RaL6an vibrational frequencies (cm-1) of trimethylarsino compounds at 14°K.

(CH3) 3As a (CD3)3Asa (C113)3As0 (CO3)3A50 (CH3)3ASS (CO3)3ASS

2987 s
2977 s

2909 vs

2806 w

1445 vw
1428 w
1416 w
1408 w
1405 4

1258 m
1241 w

1235

898 w
889 r
799 vw

561 vs

514 vs

265 vw (263 w)

249 w (247 m)
222 vw (221 m)

196 a (194 m)

174 w (172 vw)

100 vw
92w
---
69 w
56 vw
44 vw

2233 s
2228 vs

2139 vw
2110 vs

2076 vw
2047 w
2007 vw
1910 vw
----

1057 w
1044 w
1036 vw
1030 w
1012 vw

975 m
963
959 m

162 vvw
740 vvw
701 vw

641 vs

427 vs

223 w (222 w)

215 w (213 vw)
205 id (206 w)

185 w (182 s)

146 vw(149 be)
(141 to)

129 w (127 vw)

90 vw
84 vw
---

60 vw
54w
44 vw

3012 m
3004 m
2990 m
----

2936 m.sh
2926 m
2900 w,sh

1457 vw
1444 w
1437 vw.sh
1410 w
1404 vw

1295 vw
1262 vw

940 vw
928 vw
918 vw

835 vw

6410

603 vs

666

278 w
272 w

262 w

216 m

257 w
248 w

180 vu

116 vw
98 vvw
87 vvw
80 vvw
56w

--.

2258 s
2248 m
.. .-

2132 s
2126 vw
2102 w

----
--
1959 vw
1944 vw
----

1067 vw
1053 w
1043 vw
1028 vw
1022 w

1000 m
987 w

727 vw
718 vw
670 vw

647 vw

571 vs

548 vs

865 vs

253 a

222 w

206 w
194 w

174 vw
166 w

132 vw

106 vw
- --

78

---
54w

-. -

2986 m
2980 Vs
2968 vw
2960w

2900 vs
2890 w
2860 vw.br

2790 vw
2228 vw
2220 vw
2114

::

1447 vw
1441 vw
----
----
1401 w

1287 vw
1260 vw
1250 vw

968 w
939 vw

981414 vv:

626 s

592 s

467 s

461 W

232 $

232 m

185 m

206 w

206 w

71 w

59 m

2246 m
2240 vs

-

2156 Vw
2122 w
2114 vs

2096
::

2070 vw
2042 vw
1945 w

1046 w
1042 vw
1024 w
1016 vw

993 m
980 m

713
731 vw

vw

648 vw

473

546

OS vs

458 w

203 a
201

201 a

171 a

145 vw

145 vw

70 w
61 vw
56
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1M
Assignments

I

I

I

vC
asym

sym

overtones
and

combinations

asym6cH

do'

;(1

5)711

VAsc asym, F.

vA$C "11' Al

'jAsK

vus14

a E
AsX

SAsC Al

SAsC 2

lattice modes

','Far infrared frequencies at 14°K are shown in parentheses.
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This comparison suggests that the "decoupling" is not merely a mass

(or frequency resonance) effect but likely results from actual changes

in the MC bonding (RAsc - 1.94, Rpc - 1.81 A).

Low Frequency Modes. For liquid (CH3)3As, three bands are

expected in the low frequency region: 8Asc (E, A1) and TCH (E).
3

Though broad and overlapped, three Raman features are indeed

discernable in Figure 15 for the cooled liquid. The most intense band

at 225 (194) cm-1 is depolarized and is assigned as the E deformation.

The shoulder at 242 (211) is of uncertain polarization but is thought to

be the Al deformation. The remaining weak, broad feature at 175

(128) cm-1 is clearly due to the E torsion since it shows an isotopic

ratio of 1.37. On cooling to 14°K, additional structure is revealed

in both the Raman and infrared spectra for solid (CH
3

)
3

As and

(CD
3

)
3

As. If it is assumed that the relative frequency ordering of

fundamentals does not change on solidification, the 263 (223) cm-1

feature would be the Al deformation while the torsions would be the

lowest bands. We assign the E torsion at 195 (146) cm -1 [H/D = 1.34]

and the A
2

mode at 174 (129) cm-1 [H /D = 1.35] by analogy with the

(CH3)3P results. In support of this choice it may be noted that no

other variation gives reasonable H/D shifts and, further, the E mode

labeling of the 146 cm -1
(CD

3
)
3
As band is verified by the resolution of

two weak E components (at 149, 141 cm-1) in the far infrared spectra.

The remaining bands at 249, 222 (215, 205, 185) cm-1 are attributed to
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(CDhAs

75°C

I I

I (K

I

300 200 100 200 100
FREQUENCY (Cm-1)

Figure 15. Raman and infrared spectra of the low frequency regions
of liquid and solid (CH3)3As and (CD3)3As at various
temperatures.
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components of the E deformation. The splitting here is perhaps

uncomfortably large (-30 cm-1) but it is worth noting that the same

mode was split significantly (19 cm-1) in (CH3)3P also. The observa-

tion of three components for this fundamental in (CD
3

)
3
As may be due

to a Fermi resonance interaction with a lattice combination band or,

possibly, to further splitting because of a more complex unit cell.

Since we have no basis for settling this question, we have simply taken

the average as representative of OAsc (E).

For solid (CH3)3As0 and (CH3)3AsS, the AsX E deformation

also falls in the low frequency ranges. In the phosphine counterparts,

this mode has the greatest Raman intensity in this region and on this

basis we assign this deformation at 278, 272 (253) and 232 (203, 201)

for the arsenic oxide and sulfide, respectively. The resultant low

H/D ratios, 1.09 and 1.15 respectively, support this choice and these

ratios are nearly identical with those observed for the phosphine

analogs (1. 10 and 1.15).

The symmetric AsC
3

deformation modes are assigned at 262

(222) and 232 (201) cm-1 for the oxide and the sulfide on the expecta-

tion that this frequency will be higher than the antisymmetric E mode.

The H/D ratios 1.18, 1.15 again mirror those for (CH3)3P0 (1. 17)

and (CH 3)3PS (1. 14). The E deformations of the oxide and sulfide are

placed at 216 (206, 194) and 185 (171) cm-1, both with isotopic ratios

of 1.08. This low value relative to that observed for (CH3)3As (1. 17)
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follows the pattern observed previously for (CH3)3P (1.20), (CH3)3P0

(1.08), (CH3)3PS (1. 09) and (CH
3

)
3
PSe (1.09). In both cases it is

attributed to a repulsive mixing of this deformation mode with the E

torsion which lies above the E deformation only in the (CH
3

)PX and

(CH
3

)AsX compounds. In line with this, a high H/D ratio is expected

for the E torsion and indeed our assignments at 257, 248 (174, 166)

and 206 (145) cm-1 for the oxide and sulfide give this result

(H/D = 1. 49, 1. 42). [Corresponding ratios for the phosphine oxide,

sulfide and selenide are 1.47, 1.44, 1.45.] It should be noted that an

alternative choice was considered in which the assignments of the E

deformation and torsion of (CH3)3AsO and (CH3)3AsS are swapped but,

on the basis of Raman intensities, H/D ratios, and analogies with the

phosphorus compounds, this choice is not favored.

The remaining A
2

torsion is assigned at 180 (132) cm -1 for

(CH3)3AsO (HID = 1.36) but no certain candidate could be identified

for (CH
3

)
3
AsS or (CD

3
)
3

AsS. Indeed the spectra of the latter com-

pounds are surprisingly simple in the low frequency region and it is

believed that several of the bands are accidentally degenerate. A weak

feature at 258 cm-1 for (CH
3

)
3
AsS was considered as a possible

alternative for the E torsion but was rejected because the H/D ratios

and resultant torsional barriers were unreasonable by comparison with

the phosphine analogs. It is instead thought to be a lattice combination

band or, possibly, an impurity since it did not appear in single crystal
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Calculations
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Since our spectral results for the trimethyl phosphine compounds

suggested that mixing between the E torsion and the skeletal bends

might be important, an extended normal coordinate analysis of the E

vibrations was undertaken. Specifically three E type symmetrized

coordinates were used:

-1/2
= (6) [2.6a,

1
-,6a

2 -Pa 3]S1 = 5
MX

(1-2) S
2

= 5
MC = (6)

-1/2[2,6prAp2-,033]

(1-3) S3 T = (6)-1/2[201-02-03]

where a = / CMX, 13 = / CMC and is formed as the sum of

six four-atom torsions involving HCMC' groupings. Using the struc-

tural parameters listed in Table 5, the full G matrix for the 12 x 12 E

block was calculated and inverted. The G-1 elements for the low

frequency coordinates of interest were then retained and this smaller

3 x 3 matrix reinverted. This standard procedure for high-low fre-

quency separation [28] corresponds to holding all bonds rigid while

allowing the torsions and skeletal deformations to take place.

All the normal coordinate calculations were performed by the

Wilson FG matrix method using standard computer programs



Table 5. Structural and torsional frequency parameters for trimethylphosphine and trimethylarsine compounds.

Molecule

(CH3)3P a
(CD3)3P

(CH3)3P0 b
(CD3) 3P0

(CH3)3PS b
(03)3PS

(CH3)3PSe
(CD3)3PSe

(CH3)3As

(CD3) 3As

d

(CH3)3As0
(CD3)3As0

(CH3)3ASS

(CD3)3AsS

b

b

BMX

(A)

Rmc

(A)

R
CH
0

(A)

1.846 1.091

1.476 1.809 1.107

1.940 1.818 1.107

2.091 1.816 1.100

1.959 1.090

1.631 1.937 1.107

2.059 1.940 1.105

CMX MCH r
A

r
E

cm
-1

cm

vx
A

v
E2

cm cm
-1 -1

v
H
/v

D

A2 E

119.1 110.7 5.442 5.585 210 224
1.38 1.37

2.748 2.862 152 164

332 216 287
114.4 110.3

5.234 5.
1.35 1.47

2.640 2.720 160 196

114.1 108.6
5.134 5.174 228 250c

1.42
2.586 2.624 165 174

c

250 5.254 223 241
113.8 109.6

5
1.42 1.45

2.644 2.654 157 166

120.8 110.0
b 5.408 5.494 174 196

1.35 1.34
2.732 2.803 129 146

112.6 108.6
5.111

2.571

113.5 108.6

5.208
2.655

180 253a
132 170a

1.37 1.48

5.133 5.172 206 206
1.42

2.583 2.622 145 145
1.42

a
Ref. 14

bRef. 8

The average of two components.

Ref. 2 As paper.
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described in the literature [1OO]. A summary of the special features

of this program used in this problem is given in Appendix I.

A. Trimethyl Phosphine Series

The calculations for trimethyl phosphine were done first. For

this 2 x 2 problem, convergence was obtained rather easily using

four vibrational frequencies and kinetic coupling (an off diagonal

element) in the G matrix. For the (CH ) PX series, diagonal force

constants were initially obtained.

Interaction terms were then added and adjusted for the final

least squares fit of calculated and observed frequencies. As noted in

Table 6, the interaction constant F23 obtained for (CH3)3P was used

for the other molecules since the 3 x 3 problem is indeterminate

(although only six force constants are to be determined from six fre-

quencies, the Product Rule relation reduces the number of force con-

stant constraints by one). A few other fixed values of F23 were also

tried but no improvement in frequency fit resulted and, most impor-

tant, the torsional constant F33 did not change significantly (1-4%). In

addition, several calculations were carried out for (CH3)3P in which

the E PC stretch was included among the low frequency modes, but

again no significant change was noticed in F33, (this issue is explored

further in the next section on the (CH
3

)
3
AsX compounds). Certainly

mixing with the higher frequency methyl motions will be even less



Table 6. Frequencies and force constants for low frequency E modes in trimethylphosphine compounds.

Molecule Mode
Frequencies (cm-1) Symmetrized Force Constants (mdyn-X) and Potential Energy Distribution

obs
v
ca c

Av F11 = Fdpx F22 = Fdpc F33 = FrE F12 F13 F23

(CH3)3P

(CD3)3p

6pc
T

Spc
T

278.5 277.0
224.0 222.1
233.0 234.8
164.0 166.5

1.5

1.9
-1.8
-2.5

.83341.0409
.51

.51

.82

.20

.1067±.0062
.36

.67

.10

.93

.04531.0081
.13

-.18
.08

-.13
av = 1.9

1.17621.1862 .59451.1044 .14961..0058 -.20171.0363 .0085 ±.0260 (.0453)4(CH3)3P0 6p0 361.0 359.3 1.7 .57 .23 .04 .18 .01 -.03
6pc 252.0 249.6 2.4 .48 .76 .16 -.29 -.01 -.11T 287.5 '285.4 2.1 .01 .09 .82 -.01 .00 .08(CD3)3P0
81'0 329.0 330.8 -1.8 .46 .35 .02 .19 .00 -.026pc 234.0 236.5 -2.5 .52 .66 .04 -.28 .01 .05
T 196.0 199.0 -3.0 .08 .06 .97 -.04 -.01 -.08

Ay m 2.3

.92651.0772 .6312-1.0471 .1206±.0117 .06651.2645 .0075±.0516 (.0453)4(CH3)3PS 6ps 293.5 291.6 1.9 .90 .00 .08 .00 .01 .00Spc 220.0 217.5 2.5 .02 1.01 .00 -.02 .00 -.01
1 250.0 247.8 2.2 .08 .02 .94 .01 -.01 -.04(CD3)3PS 6ps 255.0 257.1 -2.1 .98 .00 .02 .00 -.01 -.00Spc 202.0 204.6 -2.6 .00 1.02 .06 -.01 .00 -.08
T 174.0 177.0 -3.0 .03 .01 .94 .00 -.01 .03

Ay m 2.4

.75441.0447 .6899140616 .10871.0080 .0762±.1796 -.00321.0316 (.0453)4(CH3)3PSe (ipso 264.5 263.0 1.5 .90 .00 .10 .01 -.01 .00
6pc 202.0 200.0 2.0 .04 1.00 .00 -.04 -.00 -.00
T 241.0 239.4 1.6 .08 .04 .93 .01 .01 -.06(CD3)3PSe a
PSe 230.0 231.7 -1.7 .98 .00 .02 .00 -.00 .006pc 184.5 186.5 -2.0 .01 .93 .23 -.02 -.00 -.15

T 166.0 168.3 -2.3 .02 .11 .78 -.01 .00 .10

Ay = 1.8

aSince the force constant problem is underdetermined for the (CH ) PX compounds, the (CH3)3P F23 value was used
for these molecules.
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likely and hence it seems clear that the present calculations suffice

to test the importance of mixing on the potential barrier parameters.

The potential energy distributions for the torsional frequencies

are given in Table 6 and it may be seen that, for most of the mole-

cules, F33 accounts for 80-90% of the potential energy and thus mix-

ing of coordinates is minimal. For the deuterated molecules (except

in (CD
3

)
3
PSe), the mixing is further reduced by the larger separation

of the torsion and the deformations. However, for (CH3)3P, the

interaction with the CPC deformation is significant and it might be

anticipated that this would reflect itself in the barrier parameters

(vide infra).

B. Tr imethyl Arsine Series

The method of analysis here was identical to that for the

trimethyl phosphine series, except that two additional features were

explored for trimethyl arsine molecules. In particular an investiga-

tion was made of the extent of mixing of the A
2

torsional mode with

other A
2

modes, and also the degree of mixing of the E torsion with

the antisymmetric AsC stretch was examined.

For the A2 block, the mode nearest to the torsion is the CH3

rock near 800 cm-1. The exact choice for this frequency among

several bands in this region is not certain and various alternatives

were tried. None led to a well-behaved convergent solution so the
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interaction force constant F was held constant at various values
PT

to test the effect on F The results shown in Table 7 are typical

and serve to demonstrate two points. The first is that kinetic coupling

through the G matrix elements is negligible since F is the same
T

for calculations 1 and 2. The second is that F is changed only by

1-3% for reasonable values of F . Even in the extreme where this
PT

constant is comparable in magnitude to FT, the latter changes by

only 12%.

The E block calculations showed that inclusion of the AsC

deformation was important (calc. 6 and 7) but the effect of adding the

AsC stretch was more difficult to establish because of convergence

problems. Since the 3 x 3 problem is underdetermined, F,
OT

was

fixed at the 2 x 2 value for all calculations. If all other force con-

stants were allowed to vary, large errors resulted in most of the

force constants and unreasonable values were obtained for F8 and

F (e.g. calc. 11, 12). If however, Fv5 was fixed at various

values (calc. 8-10) rapid convergence occurred with no significant

change in the torsional constant from the 2 x 2 problem.

Such computations clearly demonstrate the difficulty in enlarging

the normal coordinate analyses to better determine F . It seems

unlikely that any expansion beyond the interaction with the nearby AsC

and, where appropriate, the AsX deformations is warranted and thus

the remaining calculations for (CH ) As0 and (CH
3

)
3
AsS were done
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Table 7. Effect of normal coordinate mixing on the A2 and E torsional force constant of
trimethvlarsine.

Symmetrized Force Constants (mdyn-A)

A
2
modes8 Av F F FFT

p___ pT
b

1. T 3.0 0.0571 --- - --

2. T + p 13.2 0.0571 0.5593 (0.0)

3. T + p 13.0 0.0590 0.5564 (0.03)

4. T + p 12.9 0.0644 0.5522 (0.06)

5. T + p 13.5 0.0633 0.5616 (-0.06)

E. modesc Av FT
F6 Fv

F
6T

6. T 3.4 0.0724

7. T + 6 0.0 0.0814 0.7814 0.0360

8. T 6 + v 0.9 0.0809 0.7866 2.4731 (0.0360) -.0042 (0.0)

9. r 6 v 0.9 0.0807 0.9002 2.3447 (0.0360) -.0111 (0.4)

10. T 6 v 0.7 0.0811 0.8285 2.5344 (0.0360) -.0086 (-0.4)
11. T 6 v 0.4 0.0817 1.1460 2.5061 (0.0360) -.0042 -0.9227
12. T 6 v 0.4 0.1023 0.7876 2.3867 (0.0360) -.0806 0.2045

a) T = 174 (129), p = 889 (701) cm-1

b) FpT was kept fixed at these values since the problem was not convergent otherwise.

c) T = 196 (146), 6 = 235.5 (200.7), v = 587 (540.5)

d) Since this 3 x 3 problem is underdetermine& the F5T value from the 2 x 2 problem

was used. In addition, it was necessary to fix Fv1 at different values to achieve

convergence.
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on this basis (Table 8). The potential energy distributions are also

shown in this table. These results indicate that for most of the

molecules F accounts for 80-90% of the torsional potential energy

and thus mixing of coordinates is not extensive. For (CH
3

)
3
As and

(CD
3

)
3
As this is less true and the AsC deformation constant con-

tributes significantly. This effect is further revealed in the torsional

barrier parameters.

Torsional Potential Functions

Several simple potential functions have been applied to the

methyl rotation problem for multitop molecules. Fate ley and Miller

[24] used a three-fold cosine barrier model in which all bonds are

held rigid and no coupling is included between tops. With this poten-

tial, Mathieu's equation is obtained for the wave equation and the

torsional levels are obtained from tables of Mathieu eigenvalues pub-

lished by Herschbach [25] and Stejskal and Gutowsky [26].

Lide and Mann [6] extended the simple three-fold sinusoidal

potential function to include top-top coupling terms:



Table 8. Frequencies and force constants for low frequency E modes in trimethylarsine compounds.

Frequencies (cm-1) Symmetrized Force Constants (adyn-X) and Potential Energy Distribution

Molecule Mode
v
obs

v
calc

Av F11 F6AF6ASX F22 = F6Asc F33 = FIE F12 F13 F23

.7814±.0002 .0814±.0000 .0360±.0000

(CH3)3As 6 235.5 235.5 -0.0 .53 .35 .12
AsC

T 196.0 196.0 0.0 .48 .68 -.16

(CD3)3As 6 200.7 200.7 -0.0 .86 .07 .07

TA 5C 146.0 146.0 -0.0 .16 .95 -.11

Av = 0.0

.8128±.1265 .5877±.0832 .1190±.0073 -.1628±.0290 .0127±.0196 (.0360)a

(CH3) 3As0 6As0
6AsC
T

275.0
216.0
252.5

273.0
213.3
250.2

2.0
2.7
2.3

.41

.66

.00

.29

.59

.20

.18

.16

.69

.16

-.29
.01

.02

-.02
-.00

-.06
-.08
.10

(CD3)3As0 6As0 253.0 255.2 -2.2 .26 .56 .02 .18 .01 -.03

6AsC 200.0 202.7 -2.7 .61 .44 .11 -.24 .02 .06

T 170.0 173.1 -3.1 .19 .08 .89 -.06 -.03 -.07

Av = 2.5

.7079±.0380 .5968±.0187 .0829±.0057 -.0317±.2011 .0040±.0190 (.0360)a

(CH3)3AsS aAsS 232.0 230.7 1.3 .85 .00 .14 -.01 .01 .01

6AsC
T

185.0
206.0

183.3
204.5

1.7

1.5
.00

.15

1.02
.01

.01

.88

.00

.00

.00

-.01

-.03
-.03

(CD3)3AsS 6
AsS

202.0 203.5 -1.5 .97 .00 .02 .00 .01 .00

6AsC
T

171.0
145.0

172.7
147.0

-1.7
-2.0

.00

.03

1.03
.00

.02

.98

.00

.00

.00

.00

-.05

-.01

6v = 1.6

aSince the force constant problem is underdetermined for the 3x3 problem, the F23 value for trimethylarsine was used.



(1-4) 2V = V
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- V

3

i= 1

cos 3 V

i>j

cos 3 (1). cos 3 (1).

- V3 cos 3 (1)1 cos 3 (1)2 cos 3

+ V5

iVjk
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+ V4 sin 3 (1)i sin 3 (1).
3

cos 3 (1)i sin 3 (1)j sin 3 (1)k .

i >j

In this expression, V1 represents the three-fold barrier of each

CH3 group while V2-V5 represents interaction terms which are

presumed to be much smaller. Expansion of this expression and

inclusion of quadratic terms only gives a harmonic potential which

includes coupling:

(1-5) 2V = K (1)i + 2L

i >j

where K = 9/2(V
1

+2V
2

+V3) and L = 9/2(V
2

+V
5

).

If a rigid molecular framework is assumed so that there is no mixing

between the torsions and the skeletal motions, the two force constants

K and L can be related to the torsional frequencies by the rela-

tions
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(1 -6) (-JA

Z

[2F
A(K-1-2L)]

1 /2, [GA FTA
]1/2

2 2 2

(1-7)
WE

= [zr (lc-L)]1 /2 = [G F .] 1/2
.

Here r
A and FE are inverse reduced moments of the CH

3
tops

2
which depend on the molecular geometry in a straightforward manner

as described by Lide and Mann. The method for obtaining these

values from the structural parameters is described in Appendix 1.

Durig and coworkers have used these relations in their studies of a

number of multitop molecules [7, 27].

The model used by Lide and Mann corresponds to a normal

coordinate treatment in which only the three methyl torsional coordi-

nates are allowed to mix. The logical extension employed here has

been to introduce other vibrational coordinates which might be

expected to interact significantly with the tors ions. This does not

appear to have been done previously in the literature.

Discussion

A. Torsional Barrier Parameters

In Table 9 the potential barriers are presented for the three

models discussed. As might be expected, the averages of the simple

cos(34) potential values (col. 4) are reasonably close (-10%) to



Table 9. Torsional barriers (cm-1) and top-top interaction terms (cm
-1
) for trimethylphosphine and

trimethylarsine compounds.

Molecule

Barrier Height

Cos Potential Harmonic Potential
(V = 2K/9)

No Coupling With Coupling

Top-Top Interaction
Harmonic Potential

(V' = 2L/9)
With Coupling

No With No
A2 E Av. A

Mixing Mixing Mixing
Av.

With
Mixing

(CH3)3P 1020 1120} - 33

1170
1080

970
} 990 1100 - 37

1 35 - 92
(CD3)3P 1020 1010

(CH3)3P0 1110 1870 1480}
1450 1460

-244
} -204 -213

(CD3)3P0 1190 169
01 1460

- 163

(CH3)3PS 1250 1480 1270
} 1260

- 72

(CD3)3PS 1260 1380
} 1340

1240
1280

- 37
} - 55 - 67

(CH3)3PSe 1170 1360 1170 - 59
-(CD3)3PSe 1170 1240

1 1230
1110

} 1140 1160
39

1 - 49 - 57

(CH3)3As 720 890 730
820

- 52 1
- 54 - 91

(CD3)3As 750
920} 820 790} 760

- 56

(CH3)3As0 800 150 0 1150

(CD3)3As0 820
1100

1060
1 1110 1130

-220
-15213001

} -186 -204

(CH3)3AsS* 1030 1020 910
/ 900 4

21
920 - 5

(CD3)3AsS* 980
970} 1000

900

*Based on assumption that v = v
Az E
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values deduced from a harmonic expansion of this function
2(V = w /9F) because the torsional levels lie well below the barrier

top. It may be noted that there is quite a spread in barrier values as

deduced from A2 and E frequencies (col. 2 vs. col. 3).

To the extent that V1 >> 2V
2

+ V3, the force constant K

gives a measure of the barrier for a harmonic potential with coupling.

Values deduced for V = 2K/9 are given in cols. 7 and 5 for the Lide

and Mann model with and without mixing between the E torsion and the

skeletal bends. It is encouraging that the average of the hydrogen and

deuterium values (col. 6) is reasonably close to the value obtained

from the more involved normal coordinate calculation (col. 7). Only

for (CH3)3P and (CH
3

)
3
As are the differences large (-10%), discrep-

ancies which are consistent with the mixing implied by the potential

energy distributions.

Several points emerge from these results. First it might be

mentioned that in all cases the torsional levels lie well below the

barrier top and thus the harmonic expansion is reasonable. Because

the barriers are high, tunneling from one minimum to the next is slow

and no resolvable splitting in the torsional transitions would be

expected. The cosine potential barrier values are quite different for

the A
2

and E modes (except for (CH
3

)
3
AsS where these frequencies

are assumed equal), but the averages (col. 4) are similar to those

obtained from the harmonic models (cols. 6, 7).
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Of course, the top-top interaction terms V' = 2L/9 = V4 + V5

would be expected to be more sensitive to small changes in F and

indeed the results presented in cols. 8-10 indicate that this is so.

Most pronounced are the rather significant increases in V' for

(CH3)3P and (CH
3

)
3
As when mixing is included. The variation for the

other compounds is smaller however, and it is worth noting that a

negative sign results for all the compounds. The interaction term for

(CH
3

)
3
AsS is of dubious value since it is based on the arbitrary

assumption that TA = TE but it is interesting to note that the sign
2

is negative only for the larger calculations. The negative value is

consistent with the previous results for (CH
3

)
3
PX (and all other

similar studies of which the authors are aware) and it is thought to

imply a repulsive non-bonded H H interaction [7]. Thus it appears

that the use of the simple rigid model of Lide and Mann can probably

be used to yield barrier values to within perhaps 10% of the "true'?

harmonic values and to predict the correct sign but not the exact

magnitude of the top-top interaction terms.

B. Non-Bonded Interactions

A summary of torsional barrier parameters for all C 3v multi-top

molecules which have been analyzed is given in Table 10. Also

included are non-bonded distances of closest approach which result

when the methyl groups rotate to eclipsed positions for the CH and MX



Table 10. Torsional barriers, top-top interaction parameters and non-bonded distances

of closest approach in various multitop molecules.

Molecule V

(cm-1)

1111.0C

A

111-1-.eX

A

V'

(an-1)
RH...H

A

(CH3)3N 1520 2.38 -147 1.87

(CH3) 3P 1100 2.63 3.15 - 92 2.05

(CH
3

)
3
PO 1460 2.73 2.82 -213 2.18

(CH3)3PS 1280 2.72 3.05 - 67 2.15

(CH
3
)
3
PSe 1160 2.71 3.15 - 57 2.20

(CH
3
)
3
As 820 2.70 -91 2.10

(CH
3
)
3
As0 1130 2.94 2.95 -204 2.40

(CH
3 3
) AsS 920 2.92 3.22 2.37

(CH ) CH
3 3

1380 2.49 2.25 -108 2.00

(CH
3

)
3
CC1 1580 2.47 2.54 -154 1.95

(3i
3
)
3
CBr 1360 2.44 2.68 -206 1.90

(CH
3
)
3
CCN 1510 2.49 2.43 -185 2.00

(C3) 3 CCCH
1430 2.50 2.42 -290 2.00

(013) 3SiH
870 2.99 2.77 ---- 2.54

(C3) 3 SiF
790 2.92 2.79 - 28 2.43

(CH3)3SiC1 900 3.04 2.93 - 35 2.59

a, V and V' for the P and As compounds are taken

mixing effects. Other values are from Ref. 2

The non-bonded distances are the distances of

are rotated, all other bonds and angles being

references 2, 4 and 11.

from this work and Ref. 1 and include

and 11 and do not include mixing.

closest approach as the methyl tops

held rigid at the values listed in

55
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bonds. If the barrier heights and top-top interaction terms are

largely determined by non-bonded interaction, some correlations with

these distances would be expected.

Regarding the barrier height, V, several observations may

be made. Firstly, V decreases markedly (30-40%) as the central

atom is changed from a first to lower row element (e.g., N P As;

C Si). This is presumably due to the much shorter M-C bonds for

the first row elements since the greater d orbital contributions of P,

As, and Si would be expected to yield larger barriers for equivalent

bond lengths [29].

Secondly, it is readily apparent that the torsional barrier

increases significantly when the lone pair electrons on the central

phosphorus or arsenic atom are used in forming an MO bond.

Although the H C distances increase markedly in the oxides, imply-

ing perhaps a reduced H C non-bonded repulsion, it is clear that

the repulsive interaction with the oxygen atom is large enough to

override this and to yield a net increase of 33.4% in the barrier height.

It may be noted that the increase (43-46%) obtained using barrier

values calculated without mixing (col. 6 of Table 9) is perhaps

deceptively close to the 50% increase that would result if the contribu-

tions of the bonds are assumed additive and equal for MC and MO

bonds.
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The barrier variation on replacement of the oxygen atom by

sulfur or selenium reveals another interesting trend. In particular,

the H C distance remains essentially unchanged in the (CH3)3PX

series and a nearly linear inverse relation is obtained between the

barrier height and the H X distance (Figure 16). This linearity

could be a fortuitous balance between repulsive and attractive inter-

actions but, if real, a Lennard-Jones twelfth power or Buckingham

exponential type model for the repulsive potential does not seem

applicable for these intramolecular Van der Waals interactions.

1500

1400

V
-1 1300

(cm )

1200

1100

2. 9 3.1

X

I
C

O

RXH' (A)

3.3

Figure 16. Torsional barrier parameters in trimethyl-
phosphine compounds. Variation of potential
barrier with H X distance of closest
approach. 0= with mixing; 7 = without mixing.
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Lowe has reviewed recent theoretical efforts aimed at isolating

the important factors which determine torsional barriers [29]. In

general, both non-bonded interactions and bond-bond repulsion

models have been considered but no simple relation has evolved which

applies to more than a small subset of molecules. At the outset of the

present study, it was thought that part of the difficulty might stem

from poor experimental values due to the neglect of coordinate mixing.

However, the results suggest that even the simpler approach gives

barriers good to perhaps 10% and thus the problem lies with the over-

simplified theoretical models. Extensions to a simple non-bonded

interaction potential might include bond-bond repulsive terms,

electrostatic interactions due to bond polarization and actual changes

in the central atom hybridization and bond polarization as the methyl

groups twist. With the availability of more reliable potential barrier

data, further theoretical work may be warranted although the probable

complexity of such functions may limit their utility.

The top-top interaction term is of special interest and it seems

reasonable that this should depend primarily on H H interactions.

Examination of the V4 and V5 potential terms of the Lide and Mann

expression shows that, for V4, V5 < 0, counter rotation of the

methyl groups to a position of maximum interference corresponds to

a positive contribution to the potential energy. Hence a repulsive

interaction is sensibly implied by the negative sign of V' = V4 + V5
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In contrast to V, the top-top interaction parameter, V',

appears to be more simply related to the H H non-bonded distance

of closest approach. Values listed in Table 10 are plotted in Figure

17 in a log-log format. With four exceptions, it is found that the data

yield a respectable straight line which yields the relation
-5. 8 2

V
-1' (cm) = -6600(R

H H
(r coefficient of determination

-= 0.91). Not too much can be made of this result since the V'

values for only the phosphorus and arsenic compounds were obtained

from the more exact normal coordinate analysis but, nonetheless, a

simple R-6 net repulsive H H interaction is not unreasonable.

Of course, the four exceptions require comment and it seems quite

significant that in each of these compounds R3P=0, R3As=0,

R3C-CE-CH, there is multiple bonding involved in the X

group. Movement of this enlarged charge cloud about the MX bond

could result as the CH3 twists and this would increase the top-top

interaction as observed. In addition, this expanded electron cloud

would presumably offer greater resistance to methyl rotation, as the

high barrier values for these four compounds suggest.

Summary

Vibration spectra of sublimed films for a number of trimethyl

phosphine and trimethyl arsine compounds have been presented and

assigned. Spectra of cooled (CH3)3PS, (CD3) PS and (CH ) AsS
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Figure 17. Log-log plot of the top-top interaction parameters, V',
versus the non-bonded H H distance of closest approach
for the C3v multi-top molecules listed in Table 6.
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single crystals were also obtained, as were spectra of cooled liquid

samples of (CH3)3P and (CH3)3As. By means of low temperature

spectroscopy and isotopic substitution, both A2 and E torsional fre-

quencies have been identified for all compounds. These frequency

values have been used in normal coordinate calculations which show

that mixing of the torsion with the low frequency skeletal modes can

be significant. From these results, torsional barrier parameters

have been obtained for several potential models. It is found that, for

barrier values good to better than 10%, analyses which include mixing

between the torsion and the skeletal modes may be necessary. For

accurate top-top coupling terms, these more involved calculations are

probably essential.

Barrier values have been summarized for a number of C3v

multi-top molecules and correlations sought with the non-bonded dis

tances in the molecules. No strong dependence was observed for the

barrier height V but it was found that the top-top interaction param-

eters, V', follows a net R-6 repulsive relation for most corn-

pounds, the exceptions being four compounds with multiple bond

character along the threefold M-X axis. For these compounds

(R
3

C-C-i-CH, R
3 ' R3 'P=0 and R

3
As=0) V` and V are

anomalously large, features attributed to greater methyl group inter-

action with the expanded cloud of electrons about the MX bond.
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PART II: VIBRATIONAL LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS BY THE
PULSED DUAL LASER METHOD AND APPLICATION

TO MATRIX ISOLATED C2.

INTRODUCTION

The study of molecular energy transfer is of interest since the

transfer processes play a key role in determining molecular dynami-

cal properties. A better understanding of the flow of energy on a

microscopic level is important in predicting reaction rates and paths

and in deducing information about molecular interactions. With the

recent development of tunable laser sources it has been possible to

exclusively excite particular molecular states and to follow the decay

of this energy into the various available channels. The study of

vibrational energy transfer is an area of extreme activity at present

and is the subject of this thesis work. In particular, the mechanism

by which vibrational energy is lost by a simple guest diatomic mole-

cule to a surrounding solid host matrix is considered. A method for

measuring the vibrational lifetime in such an "ideal" case is developed

and the results of its application to the C2 species are presented.

Before outlining this method, here termed the pulsed dual laser

technique, a brief survey of earlier experimental and theoretical

work on vibrational lifetime measurements is offered.

Most previous vibrational lifetime measurements have been

made on gases since relaxation occurs on the picosecond time scale

in normal liquids and solids, a period too short for easy experimental
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access [30]. Though complicated by a multiplicity of relaxation

possibilities T, V-->V, wall collisions etc), the gas

phase results indicate that vibrational lifetimes follow an energy gap

law; that is, the greater the missmatch between the quantum of

energy of the excited species and the energy levels of the accepting

partner(s), the longer the lifetime. For example, Weitz and Flynn in

their review on laser studies of relaxation cite the V---> Till rate

for HZ/HZ as 4.53 ± .47 sec-ltorr1, while for H2 /He it is

0.58 ± 0.01 sec -1 torr -1 [31].

The primary method available for estimating the lifetime of

vibrational excited states in condensed phases has been the line shape

analysis, a technique which is uncertain due to the necessity of

deconvoluting the true lineshape from that recorded by a spectrometer.

Only recently have these problems been dealt with adequately [32].

However indirect evidence had been accumulating which indicated

that vibrational lifetimes of species trapped in a molecular lattice

were surprisingly long. For example in 1968 Tinti and Robinson

found emission from v' > 0 (v' zr 6) levels for the forbiddenmax
A3E+_,X1E+ transition in matrix isolated nitrogen, implying a

vibrational lifetime longer than phosphorescence times of 0.4 to 3.3

seconds [33] No temperature effect was observed but a small con-

centration dependence was measured which was attributed to

recombination effects, not to a variation in the efficiency of energy
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transfer. In 1970 Shirk and Bass observed v' = 1 emission from

matrix isolated CuO and concluded that the vibrational relaxation of

CuO in a solid matrix requires on the order of 105 vibrational periods

(0.5 x 10 -8 seconds) [34].

In 1972 Bondybey and Nib ler studied the laser excited

fluorescence of matrix isolated C2 and, from the observation of

emission from v' = 1 concluded that the vibrational lifetime of the

vu = 1 level was about one second [35]. This result was based on the

fact that the v' = 1 level was only accessible by secondary absorp-

tion of laser radiation from a longlived vu = 1 state. The lifetime

estimate, as with the Shirk and Bass work, is based on a number of

assumptions, some unverifiable, such as concentration, path length,

etc. Nonetheless, these results provided strong qualitative evidence

for much longer vibrational lifetimes than had been previously

as sumed.

Then, in 1972, Dubost, Abouaf-Marguin and F. Legay published

a direct quantitative vibrational lifetime measurement for matrix

isolated carbon monoxide [36]. CO was excited at 2140 cm -1
by a

frequency doubled CO2 laser beam and lifetime values of 6-13 msec

were deduced from the exponential infrared fluorescence decay. This

was the first direct vibrational lifetime measurement of a matrix

isolated species. While a temperature effect was observed (a 2° rise

resulted in a tenfold decrease of the lifetime), there was no
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concentration effect found as M/R ranged from 100 to 1000. Shortly

thereafter (1973), using a modified technique, these same authors

obtained a lifetime of 2.4tisec for v
2,

of matrix isolated ammonia

[37]. However in this case the decay was not a single exponential as

with CO, and hence the interpretation was not as straightforward.

They attributed a second longer exponential decay to thermal relaxa-

tion with a lifetime (T2) of -200 As M/R was changed from 20 to

2000, T1 changed from approximately 1.5 to 3.1 11 s and as T was

raised from 4° to 8°K, T2 changed from 600 to <5.0

Prior to and then paralleling these experimental developments,

a number of theoretical models have been proposed for the relaxation

mechanism. Sun and Rice proposed a model of "a substitutional

diatomic in a linear monatomic chain" in 1965 which was based on a

"binary collision theory of vibrational deactivation" as the primary

cause of relaxation. This successfully predicted that vibrational life-

times would be large with respect to the vibrational periods of the

diatomic [38]. In 1973 and 1974 Nitzan and Sortner developed a theory

in which vibrational relaxation was induced by multiphonon processes

and analyzed as a function of guest fundamentals, temperature,

spectral features and impurities present [39]. This model implied a

temperature effect which agreed with later, improved CO data of Legay

et al. In 1974 Diestler devised an "approximate, analytic, fully

quantum mechanical expression for the rate of nonradiative relaxation
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of a vibrationally excited diatomic molecule isolated in a rare gas

matrix" [40]. This also improved on the Sun and Rice model, but like

Nitzan and Jortner, , he was unable to predict relaxation rates a priori.

At about this same time Fischer presented a simplified model which

required only a "crude knowledge of the interaction potentials between

guest and host. " This model predicted longer CO lifetimes than

measured; however, it did imply an energy gap law and in some cases

temperature dependence [41]. Unfortunately, the interaction force

constant between guest and host necessary for this calculation is not

readily available by experimental means.

So, in summary, we find that by 1974 there were a limited

number of experimental results which showed that the vibrational

energy transfer in low temperature matrices was very inefficient.

However, due to the narrow scope of data available, it was impossible

to determine which, if any, of the various theoretical models were

quantitatively useful.

As part of a general program of energy transfer studies

underway in these laboratories, Allamandola and Nib ler, in 1974,

developed an "optical double resonance" method' for the direct

measurement of vibrational lifetimes and reported preliminary results

on matrix isolated C2 This method possesses a number of

'It will be referred to as pulsed dual laser method in this thesis;
a term we feel more appropriate for this technique.
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significant advantages over the Legay type infrared excitation-

fluorescence experiments which suffer from the following:

1. Convenient tunable laser sources are not readily available in

the infrared; thus efficient pumping is difficult to achieve.

Z. Only systems which have allowed transitions in the infrared

are measurable.

3. The sensitivity of fast infrared detectors is relatively poor.

4. Resolution is generally poor because broad band filters are

used instead of monochromaters since the signals are quite

weak.

5. Fluorescence at frequencies lower than -1000 cm -1 is diffi

cult to measure since detector sensitivity diminishes rapidly

in this region. Consequently systems accessible for study

are limited to those without low lying fundamentals.

In principle the pulsed dual laser method requires only allowed

vibronic transitions, thus allowing its application for almost any

molecular system. There are currently available tunable lasers

spanning the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions where most of

these transitions occur. In addition, these regions are experimentally

ideal since the available detectors are fast and extremely sensitive.

Finally the vibrational relaxation of homonuclear diatomics (the sys-

tem on which a number of the models described earlier are based)

can be studied only by this method.
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The thesis work to be described here deals with vibrational

lifetime measurements using an improved version of this pulsed dual

laser technique. The first part is a description of the technique and

the necessary methods of analysis. Part B presents the detailed

study of C2 which strong concentration effects are observed,

cascading from vibrational levels as high as v" = 5 is taken into

account, and doping with 02' CO, N and Li is described.
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THE PULSED DUAL LASER METHOD FOR VIBRATIONAL
LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS

Over view

The method can be broken down into three steps: 1) Population

of the vibrational energy levels; 2) Monitoring of this population as it

decays, and 3) Analysis of the data for rate information and model

testing.

1. Population of the vibrational energy levels.

The upper v' state is pumped by laser light at v and

population of the vn levels of interest is attained by fluorescence as

shown in Figure 18.

2. Monitoring of the population as it decays.

The decay of the population can be monitored in two ways. In

the case of a heteronuclear diatomic the infrared fluorescence decay

may be measured directly (a capability we do not have at present,

but one we are developing) as in Legay's work. In the case of a

homonuclear diatomic in which only nonradiative transitions are

allowed, irradiation with light at vpr (vprobe) causes enhanced

emission at v
e

which is proportional to the population of the par-

ticular vibrational level probled. This enhancement is shown in

Figure 18B for the 2
E

+
E+

u
0' -0" transition of matrix isolated

g

C2. It would be expected that the decay of the vu level of interest
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Figure 18. Energy levels and, part of the fluorescence spectrum for C2 in N2

at 16°K. = probe laser off; probe laser on.
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could be followed by turning off v and monitoring the decay of the

signal at v
e

. It has been found however that this drops much faster

than expected since the radiative rate of depletion (via 1"--) 0' 4 0")

is faster than vibrational relaxation. To circumvent this a pulsed

sequence has been developed as follows. A pulse at v irradiates

the sample populating the vII manifold; after a variable delay time

a pulse at v strikes the same sample volume inducing emissionpr
at ve. The average number of photons emitted at ve during a

probing pulse are counted and recorded as a function of delay time.

3. Analysis of the data for rate information and model testing.

A plot of the number of photons versus delay time constitutes

the decay curve. A typical plot is shown in Figure 19. This data is

analyzed in terms of various models based on the particular system

under study and it is assumed the one providing the best fit is most

appropriate. This analysis (least squares curve fitting) provides a

rate constant for the decay of one vibrational level to another in one

electronic state.

Experimental Details

What follows is a general description of the technique; specific

details about the procedure and circuitry can be found in Appendix II.

Figure 20 shows a schematic representation of the optics. A CW

CRL Model 52G Ar+ laser serves as the pump. Pulsing is realized
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Figure19: Typical vibrational decay curve of matrix isolated C2 at 18°K.

From photolysis of C2t12 /Li /Ar (1/-10/100).
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by passing the beam through a Zenith acousto-optic, quartz Bragg

type Modulator (M-40) of circuitry modified to permit 0-100% modu-

lation in 1st order with rise and fall times less than 100 ns. This

pulse is typically 450 is wide. Probing radiation is obtained from a

CW CRL Model 490 tunable dye laser pumped by a Spectra Physics

Model 164 Ar+ laser operating in all lines. Pulsing of the probe is

realized by another Zenith Light Modulator. Probe width is generally

15 las. In a typical experiment the Spectra Physics Ar laser pumping

the dye operates at between 3.5-4.5 watts (w), the dye laser on the

order of 100 milliwatts (mw) and the CRL Ar+ laser at about 50 mw.

The time between pump off and probe on is determined by the delay

circuitry of a Tektronix 556 dual beam oscilloscope.

The modulators and scope are controlled by a Heath Analog-

Digital Designer EU-801 (ADD). Pump and probe beams are directed

by a series of right angle prisms and front mirrors to the same region

of the sample. In these experiments the sample is a low temperature

matrix formed on a polished aluminum surface maintained between 14

and 30°K by an Air Products Closed Cycle CS202 Displex refrigerator.

CW and pulsed emission is monitored by a Cary 82 Raman spectro-

meter, a stacked triple monochromater equipped with an ITT FW-130

photomultiplier tube. When CW spectra are recorded, the

spectrometer is used in the normal way. For lifetime measurements

the spectrometer is tuned to the frequency of interest and the phototube
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output is intercepted between the PM Pulse Amplifier and the

Discriminator. The amplified pulses are directed to the input gate

of a Monsanto 100C (50 Mhz) counter where they are accumulated.

The counter is gated on by the ADD only during the probe pulse. A set

of oscilloscope traces showing the decrease in number of pulses at

with increasing delay time is shown in Figure 21.
e

per

Since we are dealing with low signal levels (10 to <1.0 photons

15 p.sec pulse are observed at ye), statistical fluctuations are

significant. In order to improve this situation, we have developed a

repetitive pulsing technique which greatly improves the signal-to-

noise ratio. In practice the cycle pumpdelay- -probecount is

repeated 1000 times at each delay. The counter accumulates the

the number of photons from all these cycles. It is the average value

recorded at each delay which constitutes the decay curve.

Kinetic Analysis

In what follows we examine several models for calculating the

vibrational decay rates of a matrix isolated species from the observed

data. All the calculations were based on a Marquardt nonlinear-

least-square regression routine program as revised by Scott Overton

at OSU [43].We start with the simplest case of a harmonic oscillator
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undergoing a radiationaless transition between two stationary states

(v" 0, 1). Next we examine a three level system (v" = 0,1,2) in

which the upper vibrational levels (v" = 2, 1) decay to the next lower

levels with the rate constants k
21

and k10. And finally the out-

line of a more involved model which is based on the observed spectra

and cascading action in the ground vibronic manifold is presented.

A set of three parameters are used in this model to discuss the

dynamics of energy transfer between the guest molecule (ion) and the

host lattice.

A. Two Level System

Our experimental data points for C2 correspond to the intensity

of 0'÷ 0" fluorescence, I00' as a function of the delay time2

At. If we assume that the fluorescence intensity is proportional to

the population of the molecules in the first vibrational level, then

I
00

is a measure of the number of the molecules remaining in the

v" = 1 level at that time. The population of the v" = I level at any

time, t, is then given by:

(2-1) 0 -kt
N = N e00 0

2 The syrrihols with two subscripts refer to fluorescence
transitions where the first number refers to the first vibronic and
second to the ground vibronic levels. The symbols with one subscript
refer to the ground vibronic levels. The primes and double primes
have been omitted for convenience.
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where N0

0
is the initial population, and k is the relaxation rate

0

constant. Equation (2-1) treats all the C2 species as isolated in a

uniform lattice site and takes no account of any disorder in the matrix

due to random distribution of acetylene byproducts.

The model is adequate only in a small range for short delay

times, and in no case was a linear experimental plot of LnI vs t

observed throughout the t range. Consequently the decay follows

a more complicated path than that predicted in simple first order.

B. Three Level System

A three level system (v" = 0,1,2) would have the following

decay processes:

(2-2)

(2-3)

and

(2-4)

k20
----> v0

k21
V

2

k
1 0

V
I

-----> v0

I12 = -k
21

N2 ,

N
1 -kI0N1 k21N2

where N. is the rate of change of the population of the ith

vibrational level with time. A two quantum jump such as (2-2) is not

expected to be important and is neglected. The solution of (2-3) and

(2-4) is straightforward and we get:
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-k t N
2

k
21

-k -k10 t
(2-6) 10

= N le +k -k (e
2

-e )

10 21

Here N. and N. are the populations of the ith vibrational level

initially and at time t respectively. Since we are interested in the

fractional population change in v" = 1, we can write:

(2-7)
N1 I-I00 -k

10
t ak

21
t -k t

121-e 0(et)
NO I

0 -I00 k
10

-k
21

1

0 0with a = N 2/N1 and I
oo a background fluorescence correction.

Allamandola and Nibler applied this model to their early results for

C2 in Ar and N
2

matrices and obtained a reasonable fit [42]. However

they expressed surprise that the calculated k
21

values were 3 to 5

since it might be expected that the highertimes lower than k
10

vibrational levels would have shorter decay times because the energy

spacing is decreasing. Application of Equation (2-7) to our results

for C2 /Ar for a range of concentrations and temperatures suggested

the necessity for further improvement.

C. Multilevel Cascading System

The objective here is the formulation of a simple dynamical

model which explicitly explains the decay rate in the vibrational
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manifold. An important characteristic of this treatment is the

inclusion of cascading effects in the vibrational manifold as shown in

Figure 22. The basic assumptions used in the derivation of this model

are that vibrational relaxation occurs in single v II quantum steps

via coupling with the phonon levels of the lattice, the same rate con-

stant k holds for all the levels, the relaxation phenomenon is

irreversible, and the initial population of each level is given by the

steady state approximation during the pumping pulse on-time. The

assumptions used here are reasonable since the magnitude of the
-1vibrational spacing for matrix isolated C2 (-1770 cm ) is much

larger (>25x) than the phonon frequency cutoff in solid Ar (-67 cm-1)

[44]. It should be mentioned however that there is some uncertainty

about using the same k for all v" levels since, for a coupling

interaction which is linear in Q, one might expect a rate propor

tional to 2 t<vItiQivIr_1> = vII(
) However in a model in which an

24)

oscillator interacts with a thermal bath (in which both activation and

deactivation processes can occur) Nitzan and Jortner [39] and also

Diestler [45] have shown that this quantum number dependence drops

out. In the present work this simpler result has been adopted

although further work is planned to explore the validity of this approxi-

mation.

The changes in the population of the ground vibronic levels are

derived after the pumping pulse is shut off. The molecules in the nth
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level (the highest level populated appreciably by fluorescence from the

upper state--usually determined experimentally and ultimately fixed

by Frank-Condon factors) follow a simple first order decay to the

n-lth level;

(2-8) N = N
0 e-kt

n n

For the change in the n-1 level, we can write:

(2-9) ITn-1 = -kNn-1 + kNn

The final integrated form of Nn-1 is obtained by substitution for

Nn, followed by separation of the variables and integration from

zero to t to give:

(2-10) Nn-1 = (N 0

-1
+ kN 0t)e-ktn n

Similarly, the differential and the integrated rate equations for

the next lower level become:

(2-11) Nn-2 = -k(Nn- -Nn -1),

and

0 0(2-12) Nn-2 = (N +kNo t + k N t 2
)e

-kt
n-2 n-1 2 n

By induction for the ith level we have:
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NO
(2-13) N. = m -i)!

(kt)(m-i)e-kt
1

m=i

For the first vibrational level, this procedure yields:

0 0 k2t2
0 k t 0 k

n-1 tn-1
NO e

t3 3
(2-14) N1 = [N1 +kN t+ N + N + +

2 2 3 6 4 (n-1)! n

0Relative N. values can be deduced from measured c. w.

fluorescence intensities as outlined here for C. If the pump pulse

duration is made long compared to the fluorescence lifetimes (40 nsec)

[46] and at least comparable to vibrational relaxation times, the fol-

lowing steady state conditions will apply for the populations of the v"

levels;

( 2 - 1 5 ) N = I° kN° = 0
n n n '

(2-16) 11"n-1 = i0 + kN° kN°n-1 =
0
n-1

+I 0
N

0
n-1 = 0n-1 n

(2-17) n-2 n= I° -2 + kN0 kN° -2 = I° -2
+ I°n-1 n n

+ I° - N° -2 = 0n-1 n n

(2-18) N1= I + kN
2

0
kN

1 1
= I° - kNo 0.

1

0

Thus:

m=1

(2-19) NO = 1 I
0

k
1 = i



where If (photons/time) refers to the c.w. fluorescence intensity

to the lth level. For C2 pump time of -500 ilsec sufficed to

ensure that the steady state was reached.

The transformation from the molecular number parameter,
0N., to the measured intensity parameters, I

0

0tion (2-19). Since absolute measurements of is difficult, it
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is given by Equa-

proves convenient to work in terms of ratios of the intensity sums.

Thus we write:

( 2 -20)

After the pump is shut off (t = 0), vibrational relaxation

occurs. At delay time t, the pulsed laser samples the v" = i

population by the rapid absorption-fluorescence sequence

0' -b 0" ' and we can write:

(2-21) I00 KNi*,

where K is a proportionality factor. Combination of this with

Equation (2-13) gives:
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(2-22) I00 =

or

(2-33)

m=i

0Nm
(kt)

(m-i)e-kt
m-i) !

0(m-i) Nm(kt)= KN.
0

(m-i) ! 0
N.m=i

Including (2-20), this becomes:

(2-24)

n

(m-i)(kt)
00 (m-i) != I0 =m

e
-kt

m=i 0

1 =i

e-kt

Finally after correcting for any residual background, we get:

n
(k(m-i)co =(2-25) I

00
= I

00
+ (I°

00 -I00)
m=i

(m-i)!
1 m -kte

0

p q

I =i

For the general sequential transition of p.. i absorption,

emission, the ith ground vibronic relaxation is given by:
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n

°
n

If
-i)

(2-26) I = I
00

+ (I° -I00) 1 (kt) 17--m -kt
Pq Pq Pq Pq (m-i) ! n

m=i / I°/
I =i

Because of Frank-Condon factors, only four levels need be considered

for C2 and Equation (2-26) yields:

Z4.2
oo k3t 3 ie-kt(2-27) = I00 (I° I°3 )[1+Akt+B100 00 00 00 2 6 '

where A, B, and C using Equation (2-20) are:

(2-28) A

(2-29) B

(2-30) C =

N2
2 2 3 4
0 4

N1
I°

1=1

N
O

3
I0+1
3 4

0 4
N1

IO

L
1=1

0
14

4
IO

1=1
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D. Extension to Include Multiple Matrix Sites

Equation (2-27) explains the vibrational decay in terms of a

uniform lattice site. However for C2, it was not possible to obtain a

satisfactory fit to the data over extended delay times with this model.

This difficulty and the knowledge that isolation in two or more sites

in matrices is common [44,46-49], suggested the inclusion of addi-

tional terms to account for possible variations in the relaxation rate

with C2 site. Since the decay rate in such a case is additive, Equation

(2-27) can be tailored simply by adding similar exponential terms with

the rate constant k being the only difference. Thus the integrated

form of the rate law for two sites, a, and b, becomes:

-kat -k.Lt
=.7(2-31) I Ia° + X aKe + XbKie ,

where K corresponds to the bracket in Equation (2-27) with the

change of k ka, K' is a similar term with kb in place of

k
a

, and Xa , and X
b

are the mole fractions of the two sites.

This model finally converged easily to give an excellent least squares
-2fit of the experimental data for C2 (standard % derivatives <10 for

0 00the dependent variables I00' I00, X a , ka , kb ). These results will
,

be discussed further in the following section.
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APPLICATION TO C2

Introduction

The radical ion C2 has had a short and controversial history.
O

Between 1959 when it was first observed until 1969 the 5206 A

B
2Z+---3X 2Z+ transition of matrix isolated C2 was erroneously

attributed to the A
3 Tr --> X 3

1T

u
Swan system of C2 [50-54]. In

g

1967 Milligan, Jacox and Abouaf-Marguin, forming this species by

the vacuum ultraviolet photolysis of matrix isolated acetylene, also

attributed the spectrum to the Swan system but noted that "the dis -

crepancy of from 200 to 300 cm -1 observed for the upper state

vibrational spacing and the discrepancy of approximately 100 cm 1

. . for the lower state are unprecedented in matrix studies, " and

unsuccessfully searched for a plausable explanation [54]. Then, in

1968, Herzberg and Lagerqvist reported a new Z-Z spectrum which

had been found in a flash discharge of gaseous CH4 [55]. The 0-0
0

band was located at 5416 A, significantly shifted from the matrix 5206 A

value. Through rotational analysis and isotopic substitution they con-

cluded that this species was due to a diatomic molecule containing two

carbon atoms. The electronic configuration fit best with C2 but the

lack of any doublet splitting argued against this. They stated, "the

possibility of assigning it to a C
2

ion, either + or -, has been

considered. While there are several arguments in favor of C2 a
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definite decision is not possible on the basis of the present evidence. "

Following this in 1969 Milligan and Jacox found that the 5206, 4725,

and 4334 A features were greatly enhanced when the matrix was doped

with cesium atoms, a low energy source of electrons. Thus, they

reassigned these features to matrix isolated C2 [56]. This was the

first time an ion was considered isolable in a matrix, a controversy

in its own right [58-60].

The correctness of this C2 identification was subsequently

confirmed in 1972 by the two photon photodetachment studies of

Lineberger and Patterson [61]. There remained however the question

of the mode of formation of C2 in the matrix experiments. Matrix

isolated acetylene is photolyzed by radiation from a microwave

excited hydrogen discharge lamp with the most intense emission

occurring at 1216 A (10.2 ev). Since the ionization potentials of

acetylene (11.4 ev) and C2 (12.2 ev) lie above that provided by the

lamp the source of electrons was a mystery. Milligan and Jacox sug-

gested the possibility of biphotonic processes accounting for the

formation of C2 but were unable to investigate this for "the attainment

of reproducible intensities in the vacuum ultraviolet is fraught with

some difficulty.

In 1971 Frosch reported that more features of this same

spectrum are obtained when acetylene trapped in Ar, Kr, or Xe

matrices is irridiated with 50 Kv x-rays. He reassigned some bands



that had previously been attributed to C2 and presented the first

tabulation of vibrational constants of matrix isolated C2.
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In addition

he noted that "the fact that the NT' = 0 level does not emit (while

emission from higher vr levels was observed) suggests that vibra-

tional relaxation is very slow compared to the radiative lifetime of

6-8 x 10-7 sec" [62].

In 1972 Bondybey and Nib ler reported the laser excited

fluorescence spectrum of matrix isolated C2 [35]. In addition to

extending the number of known vibrational levels this work was inter-

esting for a number of reasons. First, although the 5145 A Ar+

line is 237 cm-1 away from the 5206 A 0-0 transition, discrete

emission lines were obtained. Second, and perhaps even more inter-

esting, emission from v' = 1 was observed, a surprising result

since 5145 A is 1721 cm 1 short of exciting v' = 1 directly from

v" = 0 in the ground state. If however, absorption is taking place

from v" = 1, 5145 A radiation can excite C2 to = 1 rather

easily as it lies within 67 cm-1 of this state. Observing emission

from v' = 1 thus implies that the vibrational lifetime in the ground

electronic state is quite long. Based on a number of assumptions

these authors estimated that the lifetime might be of the order of one

second.

In 1974 Graham, Dismuke and Weltner reported that in-situ

photolyses of alkali metal-acetylene-argon matrices yielded new
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optical progressions which were completely analogous to the 5206 A
0

progression. The 0-0 transitions were: 4771 A (Li), 4905 A (Na),

5011 A (K), and 5002 A (Cs) [69]. This work suggested that C2 is

formed as a member of an ion pair but the cation counterpart (X ) in

the absence of alkali metal atoms was not identified. Accompanying

ESR results showed that equivalent carbon atoms were present and

that the pairs had C
2v symmetry. Most curiously no ESR signal was

observed for C2 X+, a situation said to possibly arise from

electron exchange processes.

Up to about 1972 most of the work on C2 had focused on

spectroscopic studies and static behavior. After this some of the

dynamic processes involved with the species came under study. In

1974 Allamandola and Nib ler described a new technique which per

direct vibrational lifetime measurements and they presented

some preliminary results on C2 [42]. They obtained half lives of 0.2

and 1.2 ms for v" = 1 and v" = 2 respectively using a three level

model. This was the first report of a lifetime for a matrix isolated

homonuclear diatomic molecule, where only non-radiative relaxation

is possible. They noted that this v" dependence was somewhat

surprising since in general one would expect the lifetime to decrease

with increasing vibrational level.

Bondybey and Brus published two papers on matrix isolated

C2 in 1975. One dealt with the question of local site and phonon
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effects and the mode of formation of this species in a matrix. In this

work they proposed ion formation via long range electron tunnelling

from "ionized" C
2
H2 to C2 neutral. They also suggested that the

electron return rate from the C2 excited B state to a nearby cation

was on the order of 103/sec in Neon [44]. In their second contribution

they studied the relaxation dynamics of the upper state. Because they

saw emission from lower v' states within nanoseconds of upper

excitation, they invoked intersystem crossing into postulated andand

2
Tr states and presented spectroscopic constants for them. They also

found that purely radiative lifetimes from the B 2E+ state range from

34 nsec in Xe to = 64 nsec in Ne [46].

In the present work, the effort has been to extend the

vibrational lifetime measurements to examine the effects of matrix

concentration, temperature, concentration of possible exchange

partners and other parameters on the vibrational lifetimes. Our goal

has been to test the predictions of the available theories on the

relaxation process and to develop a model for the C2 /Ar system

which is compatible with all the experimental evidence.
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Experimental

With the exception of acetylene, all gases (Matheson) were used

without further purification. Acetylene was vacuum distilled three

times from the solid at 77°K, Deuterated acetylene was made by

reaction of D20 with CaC
2

in a D20 treated vacuum system, (% D

95%). The gas mixtures were prepared by standard procedures,

and after ample mixing times (-4 to 10 hrs) were deposited through

a flowmeter at 3-8 mmoles/hr onto an aluminum block substrate

held at 14°K by a closed cycle Air Products Displex cryostat.

Photolysis was achieved with a hydrogen resonance lamp (most

intense line at 1216 A) driven by a Burdick microwave Diathermy

model Mw/200. The lamp was operated by an air cooled discharge

cavity [64] through a He:H2 = 9 mixture. The matrix was generally

photolyzed during and after deposition which lasted between 20 to 120

minutes for M/R values ranging from 100 to 20,000.

Li atoms in several C2H2 /Li /Ar experiments were generated

from a Knudsen cell heated in a brass oven. The oven assembly has

been explained elsewhere [65]. The oven and the photolysis lamp

were oriented at 90° to each other, and the Al block was positioned

at 45° to both.
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Fluorescence spectra were taken using a CRL 52 G Ar+ laser

and Cary 82 spectrophotometer. The lifetime measurements were

obtained with SBW = 2.0 cm 1. The typical laser power was 50 mw

and unfocused laser beams were used to prevent any local heating of

the matrix. Under these conditions ample signals (-105-106 cps)

were obtained.

Results and Discussion

A. Absorption Spectrum of C2

Figure 23 shows the visible -u. v. absorption spectrum of an

Ar/C
2
H2 = 400 matrix both before and after 1216 A photolysis.

Although the steep rise in absorption below -2500 A for the unphoto-

lyzed sample may be partly due to scattering, gaseous C
2
H2 is known

to have a weak diffuse band system superimposed on a continuum in

the region from 2377 to 1800 A [66, 67].

On 15 minutes photolysis at 1216 A absorptions appear at (5215,
O O

4735, 4336 A). Features at 5215, 4735 and 4336 A are attributed to

0"--) 0', 1', 2' transitions in the X2E+--)B +

u
system. These

g

absorptions were relatively weak and did not increase further for

longer photolysis times even though much undissociated C H
2 2

remained. An increase in C2H2 concentration also did not help in the

production of C2. No absorptions beyond v' = 2 were discernable.
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The strong 0-0 Mulliken band of C2 was also observed at

2382 A, as expected. C2H is also a known product in the photolysis

[69] and its strongest absorption at 2743 A could account for the weak

feature we observe at 2745 A . C2 is another possible photoproduct.

Meinel has reported a weak gas phase absorption system at 2490 A
0

[70] and this could be the source of the weak feature at 2590 A [61].

Other weak features in the region below 2400 A are of uncertain

origin. Some efforts were made to correlate the intensities of the

features below 3000 A with those of C
2

but no clearcut conclusions

could be reached due to experimental difficulties.

B. Fluorescence Spectra of C2

When the 5145 A argon ion laser line is employed for

excitation (Figure 24a), strong 0'-4v" (v" = 0, , 3) and much

weaker l'--,v" (v" = 1,3) emission is obtained. The latter pro-

gression is due to a two photon process first observed by Bondybey

and Nibler [35]. In Figure 24b the fluorescence spectrum of an

M/R = 100 matrix is shown using 4727 A excitation. A strong emis-

sion progression is observed for with much weaker

0`--)v" (v" = 0, ..., 4) bands, indicating a rather slow vibrational

relaxation 11---)0' in the upper electronic state (as observed by

Frosch [62]). It may be noted (Figure 23) that the 5145 A (19430 cm-1)

-1 -1laser line is 237 cm above the 0-0 transition frequency (19193 cm),
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Figure 24. Fluorgscence spectre for C2- in Ar (Art C2H2.* 20001 at let. a) 5145 A, 400 mw, 1.5 ca-1 resolution; (b)4727 A, 48 mw, 0.8 cm-I resolution;
cl 4777 A same as in (b) plus 5743 X dye laser at 20 mw. The samplewas obtained by simultaneously depositing

a gas mixture of Ar:C2H2 - 2000 and
photolyzing with 1216 X H2line for 45 min,
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while the 4727 A (21150 cm -1 ) is only 10 cm-1 higher than the 1-0

transition frequency (21140 cm -1
). Thus the fluorescence intensity

was much greater in the latter case even though the laser power was

lower.

Figure 24c shows the emission spectrum of the same matrix

under simultaneously 4727 A and 5743 A excitation. The latter fre-

quency corresponds to the 1"---)01 absorption and the enhancement

of 0'--vv" fluorescence is to be noted. The intensity of the

0'+ 0" emission frequency when excited in this way was thus used

as a probe of the 1" population for the lifetime measurements.

C. C2 Spectroscopic Data

Table 11 gives the emission frequencies and spectroscopic

constants of C2 in the gas phase and in different matrices. It may be

noted that there is a large shift in the Te value towards the blue in

going from the gas to the matrix. Such a shift is usually to the red

for most molecules where it is thought to result from a stronger

attractive interaction of the "more polarizable" excited state with the

matrix atoms. Brus and Bondybey [46] have attributed the blue shift

for C2 to a partial "Rydberg" character for the B state which pro-

duces a repulsive interaction with the hard-sphere repulsive potential

of the Ar atoms.
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Table 11 Vibronic Transitions (cm -1) and Vibrational Constants of the
Herzberg-Lagerqvist System of C2-.

v' VII Gas
a

11.2 Matrix Intensityb Ar Matrix Intensityb

0 0 18 484.04 19 109 1.0 19 193 1.0 (1.00)Q

1 16 726.22 17 339 0.279 17 417 0.13 (0.330)

2 15 595 0.001 15 657 0.03 (0.068)

3 13 927 0.002 (0.014)

4 12 224 <0.0001 (0.00002)

1 0 20 422.84 21 050 1.0 21 142 (0.48)

1 18 665.03 19 280 0.548 19 360 1.0 (1.0)

2 16 930.63 17 534 0.386 17 606 0.65 (0.84)

3 15 811 0.208 15 875 0.132 (0.103)

4 14 110 0.043 14 169 0.008

5 12 483 <0.001

Gases N2 Matrix Ne Matrixe Ar Matrix Kr Matrixes Xe Matrixe

T00 18 484.04 19 109 19 193 19 056.4

T
e

18 390.88 19 023 18 726.3 19 109 19 106

vi' -v0' 1 941 1 949

we' 1 968.73 1 987.3 1 969.5 1 967.2

biexe' 14.43 22.6 13.2 14.6

we" 1 781.04 1 792.2 1 801.2 1 803.6 1 798.7 1 783.8

w
exe " 11.58 11.5 16.7 12.1 11.8 11.0

aTaken from Herzberg and Lagerqvist [55].

bThese instrument corrected relative intensities are valid only within each v'
progression.

°These have been calculated by the method of Bates [66], values for the ground
state spectroscopic constants used in the calculations were obtained from our
spectrum of C2- in argon while for the upper state the values presented in
reference [55] were used.

diaken from Frosch's analysis of the spectrum of C2- in krypton [62].

eTaken from Brus and Bondybey, Ne values from site (I).

All values have ± 2 cm-1 uncertainty.
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Also listed in Table 11 are the observed relative peak intensities

which have been corrected for spectrometer response. These

intensities are in only fair agreement with Franck Condon factors

calculated by the methods of Bates [66] but the general fall off in

intensity for emissions to higher v It levels is compatible with our

observations. No features higher than v" = 5 were observed in any

experiments.

D. Vibrational Lifetime Measurements

The decay rate of molecules in the first vibrational level of the

ground electronic state was monitored by the intensity of 0'---?.0"

emission as a function of delay time as described previously. No

simple first order decay was observed as the non-linear log plot in

Figure 25 shows. To insure that the decrease in the fluorescence

intensity is due to a decay process rather than to gradual power

fluctuations, misalignment, or diffusion, during a run, repeat

measurements at several delay times were made after completion of

each run. The reproducible intensity values obtained verified that no

experimental "drift" was occurring.

A typical data set and the analyzed functional values are shown

in Table 12. The delay time (msec) and the experimental 0'---)0"

fluorescence intensity are given in columns, 2, 3; the fitted values

according to the model discussed in the previous section are given in
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Concentration dependence of the decay curves for C-in Ar

at 18 K. All samples were deposited and simultanebusly
photolysed with 1216 A H2 line for a period of 1 UR.



Table 12. Experimental and calculated values of 0'-÷0" fluorescence intensity using Equation
(2-30) for Ar /C."

2
= 100 at 14°K.

Point
Number t (msec)

00 Absolute
Differences

Relative
DifferencesExperimental Calculated

1 5.000000E-03 8.250000E 00 8.403912E 00 -1.539120E-01 - .0.018
2 1.000000E-02 8.300000E 00 8.209943E 00 9.005711E-02 .011
3 2.000000E-02 7.810000E 00 7.836636E 00 -2.663628E-02 -0.003
4 3.000000E-02 7.560000E 00 7.483294E 00 7.670617E-02 .010
5 4.000000E-02 7.330000E 00 7.150056E 00 1.799438E-01 .025
6 5.000000E-02 6.790000E 00 6.836700E 00 -4.669977E-02 -0.007
7 6.000000E-02 6.550000E 00 6.542728E 00 7.272020E-02 .001
8 8.000000E-02 5.960000E 00 6.010019E 00 -5.001904E-02 -0.008
9 1.000000E-01 5.410000E 00 5.544979E 00 -1.349794E-01 -0.024

10 1.500000E-01 4.550000E 00 4.626800E 00 -7.680047E-02 -0.017
11 2.000000E-01 4.070000E 00 3.966462E 00 1.035375E-01 .026
12 2.500000E-01 3.530000E 00 3.474082E 00 5.591779E-02 .016
13 3.000000E-01 3.180000E 00 3.089150E 00 9.085015E-02 .029
14 3.500000E-01 2.840000E 00 2.773812E 00 6.618832E-02 .024
15 4.000000E-01 2.420000E 00 2.505333E 00 -8.533314E-02 -0.034
16 4.500000E-01 2.290000E 00 2.270316E 00 1.968438E-02 . 009
17 5.000000E-01 1.910000E 00 2.060851E 00 -1.508587E-01 -0.073
18 6.000000E-01 1.720000E 00 1.701180E 00 1.881964E-02 .011
19 7.000000E-01 1.350000E 00 1.484577E 00 -5.457667E-02 -0.039
20 8.000000E-01 1.150000E 00 1.159395E 00 -9.395844E-02 -0..
21 9.000000E-91 9.300000E-01 9.573081E-01 -2.730813E-02

002098

22 1.000000E 00 7.700000E-01 7.914415E-01 -2.144152E-02 -0.027
23 1.200000E 00 6.000000E-01 5.455343E-01 5.446578E-02 . 100
24 1.400000E 00 4.600000E-01 3.836787E-01 7.632131E-02 . 199



Table 12. Continued.

Point
Number t (msec)

00 Absolute
Differences

Relative
DifferencesExperimental Calculated

25 1.600000E 00 3. 800000E-01 2. 784909E-01 1. 015091E-01 .364
26 1.800000E 00 2. 800000E-01 2. 108542E-01 6. 914584E-02 .328
27 2. 000000E 00 2. 000000E-01 1. 677548E-01 3. 224518E-02 . 192
28 2.500000E 00 1. 200000E-01 1. 174211E-01 2. 578892E-02 . 022
29 3.000000E 00 1. 000000E-01 1. 019802E-01 1.980169E -02 -0. 019
30 3.500000E 00 8. 000000E-02 9. 738372E-02 -1. 738372E-02 -0. 179
31 4.000000E 00 5. 000000E-02 9. 604723E-02 -4. 604723E-02 -0. 479
32 5. 000000E 00 3. 000000E-02 9. 555883E-02 -6. 555883E-02 -0. 686
33 6.000000E 00 2. 000000E-02 9. 552100E-02 -7. 552100E-02 -0. 791

Input parameters: A = 0.441 B = 0.039

Dependent
Variables

IO

00
00

00

C - .004/6

1
T a = ka

-1
Tb = kb

Initial values 8. 25

Final values 8.60

O. 02 O. 55 302 61

0.01 0.57 343 62
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column 4. These functional values were calculated using a non-

linear-least-squares-curve fit program based on the Gauss-Newton

method [43]. The values of the dependent variables are also shown

in the table. In Figure 25 a log plot of the experimental values (points)

and the computer fitted values (lines) are displayed as a function of

delay times for various concentrations. Table 13 summarizes results

from all the experiments to date and serves as the basis for the dis-

cussion below of temperature, concentration and doping effects.

Temperature Dependence. Although there was a slight increase

to the red of all emission features with increasing temperature, no

significant variation of T
a

r
Tb

could be discerned over the

range of -14°K to 32°K (the temperature at which C2 started to dis -

appear due to diffusion). Of course this is a small temperature range

and the experimental uncertainty in our measurements is relatively

large but, nonetheless, it is clear that a pronounced temperature

dependence does not exist. This result is in accord with the observa-

tions of Tinti on vibrational relaxation of N2 in Ar [33] but does not

parallel the observations of Legay [36] for CO in Ar where

decreased by a factor of -3 in going from 8°K to 18°K.

Most of the available theories agree on the general form

expected for the temperature effect on the lifetime since all indicate

that it arises from thermal changes in the occupation numbers of the

phonon levels. The general relation is



Table 13. Vibrational parameters for matrix isolated C2
as a function of concentrations temperature
and dopant species.

105

Ar:C2H2
T

°K a
ir a

pc sec
Tb

[I sec

100 19 0.55 430 94

100 20 0.57 340 63

100 22 0.55 400 84

100 25 0.57 390 73

100 23 0.62 380 71

100 0.54 420 90

100 0.61 370 63

100 0.53 440 94

500 18 0.72 2320 480

500 22 0.80 2520 180

500 30 0.73 3040 410

500 32 0. 77 2770 310

500 (C
2

D2) 18 0.57 720 110

2000 17 0.73 10110 1370

2000 28 0.55 9090 1200

2000 0.70 10010 1370

20000 0.80 9090 640

20000+.Air
a

16 0.62 11780 1100

100 +Li 14 0.58 790 220

14 0.50 540 150

a The matrix ratios are: C
2

H
2

:0
2

:N
2
:Ar = 1:2:8:20000.
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where T(0) = the lifetime at T = 0, v
D

= a phonon frequency taken

to be of the order of the Debye cut off frequency for the lattice, and

v is the vibrational quantum to be dissipated. It may be noted that

this relation varies only slowly near 0°K but increases sharply at

higher temperatures. A plot of this function is shown in Figure 26

for several values of v and VD. Such a function has provided a

reasonable agreement for the CO lifetimes [39k 40].for v
D

- 50 cm 1

but does not agree with our results.

Two reasonable explanations of these observations occur to us.

First, it may be noted that the use of a larger value of vD delays

the strong temperature dependence onset. If vD is interpreted as

a localized vibrational mode of the solute with its nearest neighbor Ar

atoms, the value of v
D

will be determined by the strength of the

interaction of C or CO with Ar. It is not unreasonable that this

interaction would be much stronger for a charged species and a value

of v
D

100 cm-1 (rather than -50 cm -1 ) may obtain for C thus

explaining our observations.

An alternate explanation would be that the relaxation process

occurs via some intermediate vibronic state available in the matrix.

Certainly there is an abundance of unphotolyzed C2H2 present in our

experiments and this molecule has low lying bending modes which
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Figure 26. Model calculations for temperature dependence of vibrational

relaxation of CO (v = 2170 cm-1) and C2- (v = 1780 cm-I)

using Equation 2-32 for different phonon frequencies.

a: v
D

= SO cm-I, b: v
D
= 100 cm-I, c: v

D
= 150 cm-I.

In each case the upper trace belongs to C2-.
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could parcel out the C2 quantum to the phonons in smaller "bites. "

Such a process could be represented as

very slow -1
C2 (1780 cm 1) > C2 (0 cm ) +`35 x 50 cm

fast slow

C-(0) + C
2 2
H (2v

5
= 1458 cm + 6 x 50 cm

It may be noted that the phonon order for the decay process would

thus be reduced from -35 to -6 and the temperature dependence would

be greatly reduced. Such a process would also suggest that the C2

vibrational lifetime should show a C
2
H2 concentration dependence, a

feature borne out by the results described below. It also may be

noted that this model would imply that the rate of vibrational relaxa-

tion may depend strongly on the energy gap 1between 1780 cm and the

accepting vibron level of a dopant molecule. This aspect is also

considered below.

Concentration Dependence. The fluorescence spectra showed

only a slight broadening of the red phonon shoulder as the concentration

of C
2
H2 increased (Figure 27). However from Table 13 and Figure 28

it is obvious that the vibrational lifetime of C2 was quite sensitive to

C
2
H2 concentration since both T

a and Tb increased by more than

a factor of 10 in going from M/R = 100 to M/R = 2000 or 20,000.

These results are interesting in several regards.
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18000 20000
FREQUENCY (cm"')

Figure 27. Concentration dependent fluorescence spectra of C; in Ar at 18°K with the
Ar:C,H, ratio of: a) SO, b) 20000. Matrices were deposited for 1 HR with
simultaneous photolysis with 1216 X H2 line. Spectra were taken using 4727 A
exciting line at 100 mw and: a)SBW = =1.5 cm-1, 20000 photons; b) 0.8 cm-1,
and lx10

s
photons.
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Figure 28. Variation of vibrational lifetimes of the two sites A and B for
matrix isolated CZ a function of the cube root of C

2
C2 H2

concentration.
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First, it may be noted that the observed mole fraction of the

faster relaxing site B does not correlate with the probability of C2

having a C
2
H2 in a nearest or next nearest neighbor position:

M/R Xb

Probability of C H as Average
2 2 C HNearest Nearest or Next C

2. C2H2
Neighbor Nearest Neighbor (A)

100 0.43 ± . 03 .114 .166 15.5
500 0.25 ± . 04 .024 .035 26.6

2,000 0.36 ± . 09 .006 .009 42.2
20,000 0.29 ± . 09 .001 .001 90.8

This says that another explanation of the site populations must be

found since X
b

levels off at -0.3. It is also apparent that the inter-

action must involve a phonon assisted transfer of the vibrational

quantum to C
2
H2 since the average separation between C2 and C H

2 2

varies as [M/R x volum.e/Ar]1/3 = [M/R x 37.5 A3 /Aril /3

Although the data are somewhat limited, it appears that the concen-

tration effect levels off at M/R 2000, suggesting that the distance

dependence for transfer beyond -40 A is only mild. This is not

unreasonable since the probability of there being a C2H2 molecule
O

within 40 A of a C2 is 0.30 or 0.97 at M/R values of 20,000 or 2000

respectively and this approaches unity very quickly with increasing

separation.

Doping Experiment. If the C
2

relaxation mechanism involves

transfer of energy to a dopant such as C H , the rate should depend
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on the approach of the dopant energy level to the C
2

quantum

(1780 cm 1). To this end the following cases were studied.

1. Molecular Dopants: 02 (1554 cm 1); CO (2170 cm

N2 (2330 cm-1). No C
2

emission was observed for either an

C
2

H
2
:0

2
:Ar = 1:10:100 or C

2
H

2
:CO:Ar = 1:10:100 experiments. We

interpret this to mean either that 02 reacts quickly with the C2H2

photolysis products or, more likely, that it acts as a more favorable

electron sink than C2. The 02 species has been observed in alkali

metal-0
2

matrices by Andrews [71] and it is also a well known

species in alkali halides [72]. For CO, an upper limit of -1.8 ev for

electron affinity [73] on the other hand argues for the in-situ reaction.
0

Alternatively 02 might not form because 02 and CO absorb 1216 A radiation.

For a matrix doped with an C2F12:1\12:02:Ar = 1:8:2:20000 strong

C2 emission was observed and the vibrational lifetimes were roughly

comparable to those of a C2H2:Ar = 1:20000 experiment. This sug-

gests that no 02 is in the region of the C2 formed (since it would steal

the electron). Also N2 (2330 cm-1) did not play a role in relaxing C2,

a result confirmed by the fact that the C2 lifetimes measured in N

matrices are essentially the same as for Ar matrices [42].

2, C2D2: (v2 = 1762, 3v5 = 1610 cm 1). Replacement of

C
2
H2 by C

2
D2 as a photolytic source led to a decrease in both the T a

and Tb lifetimes by a factor of 3-4 (Table 13). This result confirms

the existence of an energy gap dependence, a point we consider
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further later. Further work at additional concentrations is needed to

determine if there is a leveling effect on this decrease at low concen-

trations. The latter would give some information on the relative

importance of direct phonon relaxation vs vibron relaxation.

3. Li Atoms: Since Weltner [63] reported new shifted

C2 absorption due to Li+... C
2

ion pairs in matrices with high concen-

trations of Li (C
2

H
2
:Li:Ar - 1:10:100), several similar experiments

were conducted here. No shifted emission was observed in this work

(although the usual spectrum was observed weakly (Figure 29). We

suspect that this may be due to electronic quenching of excited

Li+... C
2

pairs prior to emission. Weltner 's ESR results show that

the Li+... C2 pair forms from Li and C2 in nearest neighbor posi-

tions, thus our emission spectrum must arise from C
2

in a site with

Li atoms a bit further removed. The probabilities are:

Probability of C2 ... Li+ Pair being closer than or equal to:

Nearest 2nd Next 3rd Next
C

2
H

2
:Li:Ar Neighbor Nearest Neighbor Nearest Neighbor

1:5:100 0.46 .60 .88
1:10:100 0.72 .85 .99

The high probability of Li+. .. C pair formation accounts for the very

low signals obtained for "isolated" C2 in our experiments. It is also

perhaps significant that this C2 took -twice as long to relax vibration

ally as did the C-2 formed in the regular M/R = 100 undoped
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d)5145°A

1 6 000 20000
FR EQUEN C Y(cm-1)

Figure 29. Fluorescence spectraoof C2- in Ar at 18°K for Ar:Li: C2H2
ti

100:10:1 using 4727 A (a,b) and 5145 A (c,d) exciting lines.

Traces a and c were taken after 2 HR oblique deposit and

simultaneoUs photolysis; traces b and d were taken after ad-

ditional 4-HR straight on in-situ photolysis.
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experiments (Table 13). This could be due to poorer propagation of

the C2 vibrational quantum through the very imperfect Ar:Li matrix

in the former case.

Matrix Sites. As mentioned earlier, the ratio of the two sites

a and b seems to approach a limiting value of a/b 2 at dilutions

above M/R = 500. Below this concentration, the apparent increase

of Xb is likely due to the higher probability of Cz... C2I-12 nearest

and next nearest neighbors, positions which should lead to faster

relaxation. At higher dilutions the ratio cannot arise from concentra-

tion effects and it is intriguing to consider possible explanations which

also account for the greater relaxation rate for type b sites. Sev-

eral possibilities come to mind:

1. Site a is substitutional (diameter = 3.76 A), site b is

interstitial (diameter = 1.56 A for Oh site) , This would fit

the trends in relaxation rates but does not seem likely

because of crowding of the C2 (Ro(C2)= 1.27A => size - 2. 5 A)

in the interstitial site. No other case of interstitial occu-

pancy has been observed for a diatomic molecule.

2. Site a is a double substitutional site, site b a regular site.

This seems unlikely since C2 is much smaller than an Ar

site.

3. Site a and site b correspond to different orientations of C2

in a single substitutional site. The three most likely
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orientations are in the 1:1:1, 1:0:0 and 1:1:0 directions as

shown in Figure 30. These have weights of 4:3:6 respec-

tively and the first two would be favored if the interaction of

C2 and Ar is predominantly repulsive while the last two are

favored for attractive interactions. In the first case the
1:1:1 4ratio would be a /b = 1:0:0 3

while in the second case

1:0:0 3 1a/b = 1:1:0 In this model has any validity then,

the first case would more closely approximate the experithental

value of a/b - 2. There also may be a slight thermal

effect which would favor site a over b but experiments at

lower temperatures would be necessary to distinguish this.

1:1:1

O O
G..............._4D-----C)-CD

1:1:0 1:0:0

Figure 30. Preferred orientations for the two sites a and b
of C-

2
in argon lattice.

Of these possibilities, we favor (3) since it best fits the

observations. In this vein it may be mentioned that no evidence of site

splitting was observed in the emission lines under even very high

resolutions. This suggests that the two sites are very similar in
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character, as would be the case in (3). This result also suggests that

vibrational lifetime measurements may give more detailed informa-

tion about matrix sites than has been available in the past.

Energy Gap Law. Nitzan et al [74] have proposed a coupling

model for the interaction of a solute with the matrix which leads one

to expect a linear relation of the form

ln T = AN + B.

Here A and B are unknown constants and N is the number of

phonons necessary for relaxation. For direct loss of v to the

phonons (v ), N = v /vD whereas, for intermediate transfer to a

vibron level of frequency vv, N = (v-v
v

)/v
D

.

The data available to test this law are quite limited and are

summarized in Table 14. A plot of this data is shown in Figure 31.

It is seen that only C2 data points 1 and 5 (no vibron relaxation) come

even close to fitting a linear plot among the other values. In view of

the limited data and the uncertainties in all the numbers, it would not

be prudent to conjecture on any specific form for an energy gap law

at present. Nonetheless, the results generally do support some

dependence on the magnitude of vibrational quantum to be lost, a point

recently disputed by Brus and Bondybey [75]. In this connection it

may be noted that lifetime experiments on YF (v = 630 cm-1) and

CuO (v = 670 cm-1) have not been successful to date, presumably
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Table 14. Summary of available vibrational relaxation data.

v
a Nb T (msec) in T

N
2

/Ar (8°K)c 2330 40.2 -500 6.2

CO/Ar (8°K)d 2170 37.4 13.6 2.6

C /Ar (18°K) Site A

1. M/R = 20,000 1780 30.7 10,9 2.4

2. M/R = 20,000 (C2H2) 322 5.6 10.9 2.4

3. M/R = 500 (C2H2) 322 5.6 2.6 0.96

4. M/R = 500 (C2D2) 18 0.3 .72 -0.33

C2 /Ar (18°K) Site B

5. M/R = 20,000 1780 30.7 -1.1 .. 095

6. M/R = 20,000 (C2H2) 322 5.6 -1.1 .095

7. M/R = 500 (C
2
H2) 322 5.6 .34 -1.08

8. M/R = 500 (C
2

D
2

) 18 0.3 .11 -2.21

NH 3/N2 (8°K)e 970 16.7 .002 -6.22

av = vibrational quantum to be lost to matrix. For C2 loss
to C

2
H2 and C2D2, v = 1780 - 1458 (2v 5) = 322 and

v = 1780 1762 = 18 cm-1.
bN = v/v

D
where VD is taken to be 58 cm-1 to correspond

to the maximum in the frequency distribution of lattice
normal modes in Ar [40]. The same value of vD is
arbitrarily used for the NH3 /N2 result.
Reference [33].

dReference [36].

eReference [37].
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Figure 31. Variation of the log of the vibrational_relaxation time
versus the phonon order in matrices. C , site A:

0 Ar:C H = 20000, ED Ar:C H = SOO, 0 Ar:C D = 500;
2_2

site B:0
2 2Ar:C2H2 = 20000, 01 Ar:C2H

2 2
, = 500,

Ar:C9D, = 500. V= values were obtained from the given
reference: NH

3
(33), CO (36), NH

3
(37).
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because the relaxation occurs very rapidly for these low energy

values.

Conclusions

120

The application of the pulsed dual laser method for measuring

vibrational lifetimes of matrix isolated molecules has been developed

further and methods for analyzing these decay curves are described.

The technique has been applied in a study of the C2 molecule and the

important findings are summarized below:

1. C2 exists in two sites in Ar which differ in relaxation rate by

a factor of -10. The slower site a is about twice as

probable as the fast site b , a result in accord with a model

in which C2 is oriented along the 111 direction in a sites

(4 such orientations) but along the 100 direction in b sites

(3 such orientations). This result would imply a net repul-

sive interaction between C2 Ar.

2. The lifetime of C2 in both sites depends on the matrix

concentration of C2H2. Thus relaxation probably involves

transfer of the C2 vibrational energy to the overtone of a

bending mode of C2H2 followed by subsequent dissipation into

lattice phonons. In support of this, the lifetime decreases

by a factor of 3-4 when C2H2 is replaced by C2D2 which is

nearly reasonant with C2.
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3. In contrast to early reports for CO, Cz lifetimes do not vary

noticeably with temperature. Both results can be consistently

rationalized by current theories if relaxation of C2 occurs

via vibronic transfer to C2112.

4. Examination of the few available relaxation data generally

supports the idea of an energy gap law for vibrational relaxa-

tion in matrices but does not provide an adequate test of the

predictions of one theoretical model by Nitzan et al.

Further work on C2 and other systems seems quite desirable. Points

requiring further investigation include:

1. Further concentration studies for C
2

H
2

and C
2

D
2

to see if

vibronic transfer dies out at very high Milt ratios.

2. 4°K temperature dependence studies.

3. Additional doping experiments with species with levels in

near resonance with the quantum to be lost to further probe

the energy gap relation.

4. Study of C2 in other matrices where the phonons are lower

yet in frequency. It would be anticipated that the lifetimes

would be shorter in Ne, longer in Kr, Xe. The role of a

polyatomic matrix material in relaxing a solute vibrational

quantum also warrants study.

5 Study of 13C2Cz and mixtures of Cz and C
2

would be very

desirable. For example, vibrational energy may be
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transferred from 12C2 to
13 C2 for mixture matrices at high

concentrations. The results are expected to be similar to

C2D2 experiments.

6. Repeat of C2H2:X:Ar = 1:10:10 for X = 02 and CO in which

the matrix is only photolyzed in-situ is in order to dis-

tinguish between a gas phase reaction of the acetylene by

products with oxygen molecule and the formation of 0 ion.
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PART III: SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THE DECOMPOSITION
PRODUCTS OF CC14, CBr

4
AND CBrC1

3

INTRODUCTION

For some time CX
3

radicals have been proposed as intermediate

species in a variety of chemical reactions involving hydrocarbons and

halogenated hydrocarbons [76, 77]. The identification and character-

ization of these species, however, has been impeded by the very short

lifetime of these reactive radicals. With the advent of matrix isola-

tion technique [78] detailed studies have become possible and recent

advances in cryogenic technology have aided these experiments by

greatly reducing the need for constant and prolonged experimental

attention. By far one of the most investigated classes of free radicals

has been the carbon trihalides, whose overall geometry has been the

subject of frequent and controversial IR [79-81, 83-84], electron

diffraction [85], and ESR [86-88] studies. Andrews and Carver, by

reacting lithium atoms with carbon tetrabromide and carbon tetra-

chloride, first reported the isolation of CBr
3

and CC1
3

radicals in

inert gas matrices [79]. They gave values for vl and
3

of 674

and 898 cm -1 in CC13, 582 and 773 cm -1 in CBr
3

respectively. From

these observations they concluded that a C3v structure obtains for both

radicals. However in a repeat of these experiments, Rogers,

Abramowitz, Jacox and Milligan were able to observe only the
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band at 889 and 776 cm-1 for CC
13

and CBr
3

radicals [80]. They

therefore favored a planar D 3h structure for both species. A planar

structure for CX
3

(X=C1, Br) would be consistent with one early

electron spin resonance study [88] but would be inconsistent with two

later ESR investigations [86, 87] and also with an electron diffraction

study [85]. Both ESR and IR evidence are in agreement that the CF3

radical is nonplanar [89, 90] but the situation for CC13 and CBr
3

thus

remains clouded.

For a planar XY
3

molecule, v
1

the symmetric stretching

mode is Raman active but IR inactive, whereas, for a C3v structure,

v1 is both IR and Raman active. Hence comparison of Raman and

infrared spectra of CC1
3

and CBr
3

should reveal further information

about their respective structures. Since at present in our laboratory

we are equipped to do Raman and IR studies on the same matrix [91],

a number of experiments were undertaken to try to settle this struc-

tural question. Accordingly free radicals CC13, CC12, CC1, CBr3,

CBr2, and CBrC12 were generated by thermal decomposition of CC14,

CBr4, and CBrC1
3

in different oven assemblies. CBr
3

radicals and

CBr+
3

ions were also isolated from the electric discharge of CBr4 and

their infrared spectra were studied in N2 and Ar matrices. Unfortu-

nately Raman spectra of these radicals were obscured by strong

fluorescence and also by burning of the matrix due to the presence of

highly colored halogens as well as iron and tantalum halides found by
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the reaction of halogen atoms with the metal ovens. In view of this

difficulty, the discussion here is limited to a summary of some of the

more interesting experiments and an identification of a number of new

features produced by thermal pyrolysis or electric discharge of the

parent tetrahalide molecules.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental apparatus used in this study has been

described previously [65], and only the details pertinent to these

experiments will be given here. Matrices were formed by co-

depositing the pyrolysis or electric discharge products and the matrix

gas onto an aluminum substrate held at 14°K by the refrigerator as

explained in Chapter 1.

Pyrolysis Experiments

A. Ta Knudsen Cell

Samples of CBr4 (M. P. 88-90°C, Matheson Coleman and Bell)

and CC1
4 (spectro quality, 'Matheson Coleman and Bell) were brought

via a 0.03 inch steel capillary tube into a resistively heated Ta

Knudsen cell with effusion orifice of .040 inch. One end of the capillary

was inserted into a hole in the cap of the Knudsen cell and was at all

times in thermal contact with it and the other end was attached to the

sample tube by a needle valve which controlled the rate of sample

flow. The needle valve and sample tube were both outside of a brass

vacuum shroud. In early experiments difficulties were encountered by

formation of a high ratio of dimer C
2
Br

6
to monomer CBr

3
which was

partially overcome by moving the Knudsen cell as far as possible

towards the cold tip. This was done by extending the water cooled
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copper electrodes by two brass screws, and some nuts and washers.

In several preliminary experiments where the temperature was

raised as high as 1300°C, the capillary became obstructed by both

products and fused metal. The infrared results showed that both Ta

and capillary stainless steel tubes reacted with Br and Cl atoms at

the experimental conditions at temperatures above 550°C.

B. Steel Nozzle Tube

Initially an oven was designed from a 20 DB stainless steel

hypodermic needle with a resistively heated hot zone about 1.0 cm

long. During the experiment which was held at approximately 750°C

the needle became obstructed with reaction products of CBrC1
3

and

steel oven and later broke due to the twisting pressure exerted by the

copper electrodes. A second oven was made from a 1/4 inch stain-

less steel tube with a hot zone of about 1.5 cm. In both designs the

nozzles were heated by a low voltage, high current source, the same

as in the Ta Knudsen cell assembly. The power source was con-

nected to the oven by two hard Cu wires mechanically tied to the

nozzle by nichrome wire.

C. Quartz Nozzle Tube

Since infrared results indicated that in experiments in which

pyrolysis occurred, iron halides were major side products, several
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attempts were made to use a quartz nozzle tube. The oven was made

from a 6 mm 0. D. quartz tube heated by the above steel nozzle sleeve.

The experiments although not optimized were successful in proving the

objectives, and no iron halides were obtained even at elevated tempera-

tures near 1200°C where most of CX4
was decomposed down to graphite.

For every design the experimental conditions were varied to

optimize the formation of CX3 free radical. A highly dilute matrix

deposited at a fast rate and a pyrolysis temperature between 650 to

700°C in every case was found to favor the formation of the free radi-

cals; at slow rates the matrix became very scattering, while at tem-

peratures above 950°C halogen and graphite were the major products.

The temperature of the pyrolysis was monitored by both a

Chromel- Alumel thermocouple and an optical pyrometer.

Electric Discharge Experiments

In several experiments, CBr
4

was decomposed by means of a

continuous strong discharge from a tesla coil which was applied via a

copper coil wrapped around a pyrex tube containing a controlled

steady flow of CBr4 vapor prior to mixing with Ar gas. In this set of

experiments both CBr3 ions and CBr3 radicals were observed.

All infrared spectra were taken by a Perkin-Elmer 180 double

beam spectrometer at resolutions 0.5 to 1. 0 cm -1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments, as it turned out, were not straightforward and

in every instance a number of decomposition species of uncertain

identity were trapped along with CX
3

radicals. Many of the infrared

features have been observed previously [79-83], however, several

new bands were also detected. Although a rigorous assignment of all

features is not attempted here, many species are identified and sev-

eral novel observations are discussed.

CBr4 Products

Figure 32 contrasts the infrared spectra of CBr
4

and the

resultant species formed at the specified experimental condition in an

Ar lattice in the region 1000 to 185 c m ' . New bands were identified

in every case by comparing the spectrum against pure CBr4 (top

trace). Many assignments were made by means of diffusion experi-

ments not shown here, and by use of previously reported frequency

identifications [79, 80, 84, 92]. The observed frequencies and assign-

ments are listed in Table 15.

The band at 773 ± 3 cm-1 assigned earlier [79] to
V3

in CBr3

radical was observed in every instance but an intriguing 871 cm-1

absorption, not previously reported, was observed only in the electric

discharge experiments, as shown in Figure 32b. Upon repeatedly
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Figure 32. Infrared spectra of matrix isolated CBr4 (a) and its products formed after passing throughl b) an electric
discharge. c) a Ta Knudsen cell, d) a steel nozzle oven, d) a quartz oven. Matrices were formed at

Ar:014...,10U0 for a depositing time and an oven temperature of: a) 4 Mi. 25.C; b) 12 HR, 25.C; c) 52 Ilk 4006C

d) 12 HR, 800 °C, e) 53 HR, 750'C at flow rates (mmole/HR): a,b)0.5 to 1; c-e)0.1 to 0.4.
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Table 15. Infrared frequencies (cm-1) of the products of CBrif in Ar
for the 1000-185 cm-1 range at 14°K.

Pure
Electric
Discharge

Ta
Knudsen Cell
(T=400°C)

Steel
Nozzle
(T=800°C)

Quartz
Nozzle
(T=750°C)

Species

943 w 943 m

871 m

Cary (al+f2)

ar3+

793 w 797 w --- --- ar4 (e+f
2
)

775 m 778 w 768 w 773 m CBr3

750 m 750 m --- 750 m C2Br4 ?

734 w 734 w 733 m

680 vw 682 m CBry

672 vs 672 vs 677 s 672 m 673 s ar4

663 m 663 w 664 vw CO2

656 w,sh 656 vw --- C2Br6

649 w 649 w 648 w CBr2

633 w

457 m

C2Bri.,

395 s

382 m

359 m
Fe Br

x y

341 m

300 w

263 m
C2Br6, C2131.4

223 w
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warming the matrix up to 32°K and recooling back to 14°K, intensities

of both these bands decreased enormously (90%), while the other bands

changed only slightly (10%). This result is consistent with a small

species of extreme reactivity and, by analogy with earlier work on

CC1
3

and CC1+ [81], we believe that 871 cm -1 is the v3 mode of
3

the CBr
3

species. The higher frequency of the cationic species

mirrors the pattern in CC1
3

and is not unreasonable since the CX

bond should be strengthened due to a stronger interaction between the

carbon cation and the electronegative halogen atom. An alternative

assignment to CBr
2

is not favored since the
3

mode of this mole-

cule has been previously assigned at 643 cm-1 and indeed we see a

feature in this region in all experiments. CBr is also not viewed as

likely since it is expected to have a stretching frequency lower than

that of CBr
3

(compare with CC1-vide infra).

Because the discharge experiments did not give sufficient CBr3

for Raman experiments the pyrolysis experiments were undertaken.

Early experiments with the Ta Knudsen cell placed -12 cm from the

cold tip gave a high ratio of C2Br6 to CBr3 as judged by the intensities

of the bands at 656 and 773 cm-1. However, when the oven was moved

closer to the tip (-4 cm), the spectrum shown in Figure 32c was

obtained with improved CBr
3

/CBr4
and CBr3 /C2Br6 ratios. Further

dilution of the matrix did not improve the monomer /dimer ratio

appreciably. We interpret these observations to mean that fewer gas
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and wall collisions (which result in radical recombinations) were

occurring in the oven housing in the latter experiments. Accordingly

a steel nozzle oven was designed to move the pyrolysis zone even

closer to the cold tip. The resultant spectrum observed for the

thermal decomposition products of CBr 4
near 800°C is shown in Fig-

ure 32d. A very small amount of the parent compound survived at

this temperature as can be seen from the intensity of the band at

672 cm-1. Also, the low intensity of the 777 cm-1 band shows only a

small concentration of CBr
3

radical. On the other hand the very

strong features between 460-340 cm-1 indicate the alarming presence

of new species in the matrix.

The matrix at this stage looked yellow-brown, and upon warming

up to room temperature a reddish brown material remained on the

aluminum substrate and the walls of the cell. This and a noticeable

amount of graphite found in the steel nozzle and brass furnace indi-

cated nearly complete decomposition of CBr4. The origin of 460-

340 cm-1 features is believed to be iron bromide compounds (Fe Br 2'

FeBr3, Fe2Br4, Fe
2

Br
6

) formed by the reaction of the Br atom

with the steel nozzle at the experimental condition. The formation of

iron bromide molecules was further supported by the absence of

infrared absorptions in the 460-340 cm-1 region for the pyrolysis

products of CBr
4

in the quartz oven for the same temperature range

as shown in Figure 32e.
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A number of Raman experiments were conducted on the CBr4

system but none gave satisfactory, reproducible results because of

strong fluorescence by Br2, colored metal halides and other products.

CC14 Products

The infrared spectrum of CC1
4

and its thermal decomposition

products in a Ta Knudsen cell (at 700° C) and a steel nozzle oven (at

650°C) trapped in a nitrogen matrix are contrasted in Figure 33. The

observed frequencies and assignments are listed in columns 1 and 2

of Table 16. In diffusion experiments where the matrix was warmed

up to 32°K and recooled to 14°K several times, the intensity of the

absorption bands at 900, 848, and 225 cm-1 diminished enormously

(70%), the bands at 925, 915, 865, 825, and 583 cm 1 grew markedly

(50%) while the remaining bands, below 1000 cm-1, remained the

same or changed only slightly (<15%). Identification of the species

was based on the diffusion results and on previously reported fre-

quencies [79-84, 92-94].

In all experiments, the v
3

band of CC1
3

was observed at

900 cm-1, in agreement with earlier work [79, 80]. A weak absorp-

tion near 865 cm-1 which has previously been assigned to 13
CC1

3

(natural abundance) [80] grew on diffusion, indicating that other

species besides this free radical also contribute to this absorption.

In no experiment was a feature observed at 674 cm-1, the frequency
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1000 500

1000
F REQUENCY(cm-1)

Figure 33. Infrared spectra of matrix isolated CC14 (a), and its pyrolysis products formed after passing through:
b) a Ta Knudsen cell, c) a steel nozzle oven. Matrices were formed at N,:CC1,1100 in (a,b) and 1000 in (c)
during a depositing period and ad oven temperature of: a) 4 HR, 25.C; 14 40 nR, 700%; c) 25 HR, 6SO%; at
a flow rate (mmole/HR) of: a)1-2; h,c)0.1-0.5.

500



Table 16. Infrared frequencies (cm-1) of the matrix isolated pyrolysis
products of CC14 and CBrC13 in the 4000-185 cm -1 range at 14°K.

CC14/N2 CC14/N2 CBrC13/Ar
Ta Knudsen Cell Steel Nozzle Steel Nozzle

(T=700°C) (T=650°C) (T=650°C)

Species

3720 s 3727 m

3700 w,sh

3630 m 3635 m

3505 vw,br

2845 s 2845 m

2797 w

2345 w

2180 vw

2150 w

2138 m 2138 m

1815 m 1817 s

1720 w

1603 s

1580 w

1557 m 1559 m

1365 w

1255 m,db 1248 w

1010 m

990 m

924 w 925 vw

915 m 915 vw

900 vs

H2O

2340 s CO2

CO

Cl2C0

1600 m H2O

865 w

848m

825 w

900 m 900 w

887 w

848 m

843 m

838

825 m

CC14 (e+f )

C2C14

CC13

CBrC12

13CC13, C2C14, C2C16 ?

CC1

C2C14, C2C16

136
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Table 16. Continued

CC14/N2 CC14/N2 CBrC13/Ar
Ta Knudsen Cell Steel Nozzle Steel Nozzle

(T=700°C) (T=650°C) (T=650°C)
Species

787 vs

783 vs

770 vs

760 vs

685 m

667 m

662 w

615 m

448 w

428 m

365 s

280 m,br

225

788 s 788 vs

783 s

768

777 vs

68 s 767 sh

760 s

745 w 738 m

724 vs

691 m

667 s

662 w 662 w

616 m 616 w

493 w

485 w

462 w

446 m 448 vw

428 m 428 vw

355 w

331 w 330 w

305 w

279 m,br

254 w

CC14

CC14

CBrC13

C2C16

CC14

CC12

CBrC13

C2C16

CO2

CO2

C1C0

FeC12, FeC13,

Fe2C14, Fe2C16

TaC15

Fe Br
x y

C2C14, C2C16, CBrC13
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assigned to v
1

of CC1
3

by Andrews in his early work [79]. Thus

our results confirm the observation of Rogers et al [80]. Since we

were not successful in identifying vl from Raman spectra (due to

fluorescence by CC1
2

and C2 other species) the question of the

structure of the CC1
3

radical cannot be settled from the available

vibrational data.

Another fragment produced by pyrolysis is CC1 (848 cm -1 in

-1N2) which has previously been identified at 870 cm in an argon

matrix [82]. Presumably CC1
2

is also produced but the region in

(v3 = 741-754 cm 1) [81-83] was masked in ourwhich it absorbs

experiments by the very intense parent CC14 absorptions. CC13,

known to absorb at 1035 cm -1 [81], was not detected in any of the

pyrolysis experiments but we have observed this species in earlier

discharge experiments in this laboratory [84]. This result is sensible

since the available thermal energy at even 1600°K is not sufficient

for ionization of most compounds.

The identification of a 225 cm-1 absorption, which was not

reproducible in all experiments, is not clear. Since it decreases on

diffusion it probably arises from a bending mode of CClz or CC13.

Other bands which grew on diffusion can be logically assigned to the

stable reaction products C2C14 and C
2
C16 and the frequencies

generally are in good accord with those reported in the literature [92].
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The features between 500 and 350 cm-1, which are different

for the two pyrolysis experiments, are attributed to Ta and Fe metal

halides. They were not observed in the earlier discharge work [84]

but were quite prominent in the pyrolysis experiments on both CC14

and CBr4. This reaction with metal ovens may have bearing on the

electron diffraction results of Leggett and Kohl [85] who used a simi-

lar arrangement in their structural study of CBr2, CBr
3

and CBrC1
2

radicals. They used a heated stainless steel hypodermic needle to

decompose CBr4 and CBrC13 compounds at -800-1200°C. Since they

reported very high yields of CC13/CBrC12 (20-50%) from CBrC13, we

were led to examine the infrared spectrum of products produced in a

similar manner. Our experiments differ from theirs in that lower

temperatures were used (typically 650° C) and we used the stainless

steel tubing oven since the hypodermic needle plugged and broke in

our earlier work on CBrC13.

CBrC1
3

Products

Figure 34c shows the infrared spectra of such a study, and

column 3 in Table 16 lists the observed frequencies. Although some

CC1
3

(900 cm -1 ) and a trace of CBrC1
2

(887 cm -1 ) was observed, the
-1strongest absorption occur for CBrC13 (777, 724 cm ), CC14

(788 cm-1) and C2C16 (691 cm-1). Apparently substantial recombina-

tion has occurred in our deposition experiments, either in the gas
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140

500

1000 , 500
FREQUENCY(cm

Figure 34. Infrared spectra of
matrix isolated Olrell (a) after 1-10i deposit

and (6) 'its pyrolysis products in asteel nozzle oven at 050.0 after 4 -1M depOsit. Matrices were deposited at Ar:CarCI3'w500 and a flow rateof 4 mole /HP.
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phase or on the matrix surface.

Of particular interest are the features observed in the

300-500 cm 1 region which covers the FeC1 and Fe Br stretching fre-

quency range. Bands near 493 and 463 cm-1 are comparable in

intensity to the CC1
3

feature and compare favorably with the strongest

bands reported for FeCl2 (488-499 cm 1) and FeC1
3

(465 cm -1 ) [96].

Thus these species are clearly produced in the pyrolysis reaction.

In their analysis of the electron diffraction data, Leggett and

Kohl noted a major peak at 2.2 A (2. 16 A when corrected for

anharmonicity [85]) which they attributed in part to an "abnormally

long" CBr distance (normally -1.94 A) produced by a "long lived

excited state of CBrC1
3

and/or CBrC12. " It may be noted that their

results are based on an assumed set of possible stable products

(CBrC13, CBrC12, BrCl, Br2, C Cl6' C2 C14, CC14 ), and that the

analysis will be particularly sensitive to the relative amounts of

these. Since our results indicate the presence of some FeCl2 and

FeCl3 (even at lower temperatures than they used) it is revealing to

observe that the bond lengths in these two compounds occur at 2.17

and 2.14 A [94-96] almost exactly at the value of the "abnormal" CBr

bond length reported. This suggests that a reanalysis of the diffrac-

tion data is in order and warns that the structural conclusions reached

for CC13' CBrC1
3

and CBr
3

(pyramidal with nearly tetrahedral angles)

are suspect.
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Metal Halides

Though a study of metal halides was not the prime motive for

this research, their formation as major side products required some

attention. In Table 17 the observed infrared frequencies of iron and

tantalum metal halides are compared to available literature values.

For iron chlorides values have been reported between 494-470 cm 1

and 315-280 cm -1 in Ar [95-97] and at 447 cm-1 in N
2

matrix [95].

No matrix values have been reported for iron bromide or TaBr
5

and

no specific assignments are attempted. For TaCl5 with a D3h point

group, 5 IR active modes of 3E' + 2AH symmetry are expected. Of

the four bands observed, two correspond closely with previous values

reported for Nujol mulls or the solid phase while the other two show

larger matrix shifts of -35 cm-1.
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Table 17. Infrared frequencies (cm-1) for matrix isolated metal halides formed
in the pyrolysis of CC14, CBrC13, and CBr4 at the given experimental conditions
at 14°K.

CBrC13/Ar
a ,,, a m b ,A a

Lk-1.4/1,42 CBr4/Ar Previous Work° Species

(T=650°C) (T=650°C) (T=700°C) (T=800°C)

493 w 494, 490

492

475, 470

463 465

457 w

448 vw 451,427 m 448 wd 447

428 m 395, 388

420 vw

395 s

382 s

365 s 365, 340

350

355 vw 359 w

330 w 341 s

305 w 300 w

280 m,br 245, 250

. 225 m,br 226, 228

223 w

[95,96]

FeCl2

[97]

[94,97]

[96] FeC13

Fe Br
x y

[94] FeC12, FeC13

[98,99] TaC15

I Fe
x
Br

Y

[98] j
TaC15

[99]

i Fe Br
x y

[98,99] TaC15

[98,99] TaC15

a
Pyrolysis products using steel nozzle oven.

b
Pyrolysis products using Ta Knudsen cell.

Values are obtained from the references given in brackets. Iron chloride values
refer to Ar and N matrices, while TaC1 values refer to a Nujol mull (98) and
the solid (99).

d
From the steel capillary inlet tube, see experimental section.
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CONCLUSIONS

Free radicals CC13, CC12' CC1, CBr2, and CBr3, are stabilized.

in Ar and N2 matrices by pyrolysis of CC14, CBrC13 and CBr4. In

electric discharge experiments CC13 and CBr3 ions are also pro-

duced and trapped in an Ar matrix. Although strong infrared absorp-

tions were observed at 900 and 773 cm-1 for v3 of CC13 and CBr3

radicals, no feature was observed for I/
1

at previously reported

frequencies. Moreover no identification of vl was possible from

Raman spectra. Thus the spectra allow no conclusion regarding the

symmetry of CC13 or CBr3.

Iron and tantalum halides were also detected as reaction

products in pyrolysis experiments involving stainless steel and

tantalum ovens. The observation of FeC1
2

and FeC1
3

under conditions

similar to those reported in electron diffraction studies of pyrolysis

products of CBrC1
3

raises questions about the analysis of these data.

In particular, the deduction of pyramidal structures for CC13, CBr3 and

CBrC1
2

may not be correct.
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APP.r2NDIX I: NORMAL COORDINATE CALCULATIONS

Steps used in the normal coordinate calculation method as

explained in Reference 100, and also the models applied in calculations

of the potential energy functions are summarized below. Numerical

examples refer to (CH3)3P0 molecule.

A. Normal Coordinate Calculations

1. Cartesian Coordinates

Atom identification cards listed in Table I-1 were used in the

CART program. The atom numbering system used in the table is

illustrated in the figure.

5 4

Figure I-1. Atom numbering systems used in Table I-1 for the
calculations of atomic distances in (CH

3
)
3
MX molecules.
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Table I-1. The input parameters for the calculations of the atomic
distance in (CH3)3MX molecules, and the calculated
Cartesian coordinates for (CH

3
)
3

PO.

NO NA NB NC
R

(A)
Atomic
Weight

1 0 0 0 30.973760
2 1 0 0 1.476000 15.994910
3 1 2 0 1.809000 114.40 12.000000
4 3 1 2 1.107000 110.30 180.00 1.007825
5 3 1 4 1.107000 110.30 -120.00 1.007825
6 3 1 4 1.107000 110.30 120.00 1.007825
7 1 2 3 1.809000 114.30 -120.00 12.000000
8 7 1 2 1.107000 110.30 180.00 1.007825
9 7 1 8 1.107000 110.30 -120.00 1.007825

10 7 1 8 1.107000 110.30 120.00 1.007825
11 1 2 7 1.809000 114.40 -120.00 12.000000
12 11 1 2 1.107000 110.30 180.00 1.007825
13 11 1 12 1.107000 110.30 -120.00 1.007825
14 11 1 12 1.107000 110.30 120.00 1.007825

Atcm No. Y Mass

1 30.973760
2 1.476000 15.994910
3 -0.851473 1.568279 12.000000
4 -1.851473 1.568279 . 000000 1.007825
5 -0.433206 2.211633 . 899145 1.007825
6 -0.433206 2.211633 -0.899145 1.007825
7 -0.747306 -0.823713 -1.426713 12.000000
8 -1.851473 -0.784140 -1.358170 1.007825
9 -0.433206 -0.327134 -2.364903 1.007825

10 -0.433206 -1.884499 -1.465758 1.007825
11 -0.747306 -0.823713 1.426713 12.000000
12 -1.851473 -0.784140 1.358170 1.007825
13 -0.433206 -1.884499 1.465758 1.007825
14 -0.433206 -0.327134 2.364903 1.007825
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2. G Matrix

The program uses the Cartesian coordinates, X, the internal

coordinate vector, R, and the masses, M, to calculate the G

matrix. Also by providing an orthogonal U matrix (the transformation

matrix from the internal to symmetrized coordinates) it will calculate

the symmetrized G matrix.

(I-2)

(I-3)

(1-4)

R = BX

G = BM-1B+

S = UR

UGU+

The atom numbering proved to be more convenient for treatment of

redundancies when changed to the following system.

11,
12

411 I.IOf
10

13

9 8

Figure 1-2. Atom numbering system used in calculations of
redundancies.



U Matrix

The entries in the U matrix are the coefficients of the internal coordinates

in symmetrized coordinate system. A description of the coordinate system used

here with the exception of the redundancies is explained in Reference 17; for the

latter a method developed by Wu has been adopted (101).

1 -1 2.000000 1 2
1 5 *1.000100 1 6
1 9 -1.000000 2 1
2 4 1.000600 2 5
2 8 1.000000 2 9
3 12 1.006060 4 25
4 28 2.000000 4 29
4 32 -1.000000 4 33
5 18 0.970730 5 19

22 0.970730 5 23
tl, 26 -1.000000 5 27
5 30 -1.006060 5 31
6 16 -2.060000 6 17
6 20 - 1.000000 6 21
6 24 -1.000000 7 37
8 15 1.000000 8 38
9 2 1.0000 9 3
9 8 1.000000

60
9 9

10 29 1.000000 10 30
if. 1? 1.000000 11 18
11 23 1.000000 11 24
12 36 1.000000 13 1
13 4 -2.000060 13 5
13 8 1.000000 13 9
14 8 1.000000 14 9
15 3 2.000000 15 4
15 7 -1.000000 15 8
16 26 -2.001000 16 27
16 30 1.000000 16 31
17 29 -1.000000 17 30
8 16 1.941460 13 17
8 20 *0.973730 18 21
18 24 -0.970730 11 25
8 ?8 1.000100 15 29
8 32 1.001000 18 33

1.9 23 1.000000 19 24
-2.000000 20 19

20 22 -2.000000 20 23
21 11 -1.000000 21 12
22 15 -1.000000 23 38
24 35 -1.000000 24 36
25 6 -1.000000 25 7
26 2 2.000000 26 326 8 -1.000000 26 9
27 6 1.000000 27 7
28 28 2.000000 28 29
28 32 1.000000 23 33
29 29 -1.000000 29 30
30 19 0.970730 30 20
30 23 *6.970730 30 24
30 30 -1.600560 30 31
31 17 2.000003 31 18
31 23 -1.001000 31 24
32 21 -1.000000 32 22
33 11 1.900000 33 12
35 39 1.004000 35 40
36 36 -1.060060 37 16
37 19 -1.000000 37 20
37 23 -1.006000 37 24
37 27 1.941460 37 28
37 31 -6.970730 37 32
38 20 1.000600 35 21
38 24 -1.009000 38 28
38 31 -0.970/30 33 32
39 17 1.000000 39 18
39 21 1.000000 39 22
39 25 0.970730 39 26
39 ?9 0.970730 39 30
39 33 0.970730 40 '13
40

..03
38 1.000000 40 39

-1.000000 1 3 -1.000000 J. 4
-1.000100 1 7 2.000000 1 8
1.001000 2 2 1.000000 2 3
1.000000 2 6 1.000000 2 7
1.000000 3 10 1.000000 3 11
2.090100 4 26 -1.060000 4 27

- 1.000000 4 30 -1.000000 4 31
-1.000000 5 16 0.970730 5 17
0.973730 5 20 0.970730 5 21
0.970730 5 24 0.970730 5 25
-1.003000 5 28 -1.000000 5 29
-1.009900 5 32 -1.000000 5 33
-1.000000 6 18 -1.000000 6 19
- 1.000000 6 22 2.000000 6 23
1.000100 E 13 1.000000 8 14
.859252 8 39 .859252 8 40

-1.009000 9 5 1.000000 9 6
-1.010000 10 26 -1.000000 10 27
- 1.000000 10 32 1.000000 10 33
-1.000000 11 20 1.000000 11 21
-1.009000 12 34 1.000000 12 35
4.600.000 13 2 -2.009000 13 3
1.000000 13 6 1.006060 13 7

1.000030 14 5 .-1.000000 14 6
-1.000000 15 1 2.000000 15 2
-4.009100 15 5 - 1.000000 15 6
-1.000900 15 9 - 1.000009 16 25
- 2.000006 16 28 - 2.000000 16 29
-2.000300 16 32 1.000000 16 33
1.000000 17 32 1.000000 17 33
1.941460 18 18 1.941460 18 19
-0.970730 lt 22 -0.970731 10 23
2.000100 18 26 -2.000000 18 27
1.001900 18 30 1.600800 18 31,
1.000000 19 20 - 1.000000 19 21

-1.001000 20 16 4.000000 20 17
-2.009000 20 20 1.000000 20 21
1.911000 20 24 1.000000'21 10

-1.000000 22 13 2.000000 22 14
2.000000 23 39 -1.000000 23 40
1.000000 25 4 2.000000 25 5
-2.000100 25 8 1.000000 25 9

-2.000000 26 5
_

.-1.000000 26 6
1.000000 47 4 1.000000 27 5

- 1.00000C 27 8 -1.000000 27 9
-1.000900 28 30 -1.000000 28 31
1.090000 29 26 2.000000 29 27
1.000000 29 32 -1.000060 29 33
0.970730 30 21 0.970733 36 22

-0.970730 30 28 -1.000000 30 29
. 0,06 00 32 1.000000 SO 33

2.003000 31 20 -1.000000 31 21
1.001100 32 19 2.000000 32 20

-2.000000 22 23 1.000000 32 24
-1.000100 34 14 1.000000 34 15
-1.000000 26 34 2.000000.36 35
2.009000 27 17 2.000060 37 18
-1.006000 27 21 -1.000000 37 22
-1.001000 37 25 1.941460 37 26
--0.970730 07 29 -0.970730 37 30
-0.970736 27 33 -0.970730 38 19
1.000100 28 22 -1.000000 38 23
0.970730 OP 29 0.970730 38 30.

-0.970730 3I 33 -0.970730 39 16
1.001000 3c 19 1.000000 392.0
1.000100 39 23 1.000000 39 24
0.470730 39 27 0.970730 39 28
0.970730 34 31 0.970730 39 32
.859252 40 14 . .859252 40 15

1.000000 40 40 1.000000

2.000000
-1.000000
1.000000
1.000600
1.000000

-1.000060
2.000000
0.970730
0.976730

-1.000000
-1.000000
-1.000000
2.000000

-1.303000
1.010061
.359252

-1.000600
-1.000000
-1.000000
-1.300000
1.0aciono

-.2.000000
-2.000600
1.000000
2.010611

- 1.000000
4.600600
1.003000
1.000000

-1.000E10
-0.970730
-0.970730
-2.000000
1.000300
1.000000

-2.000000
1.000000
2.000000

-1.000000
-1.000000
-1.000000
1.000000

1.000000
1.000000

-1.000000
-2.000000
-2.000000
1.000000

-0.970730
- 1.000000
1.000000
1.000000

- 1.000000
1.00&000

- 1.000000
-1.000000
2.000060

- 1.9000(10.
1.941460

-0.970730
1.060000

-1.000000
0.970730
1.000000
1.000000
1.660666
6.976730
0.970730
.859252
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Internal Coordinate Vectors, R matrix

The following internal coordinates were used in the R matrix. The

numbering system is taken from Figure I-2.

Coordinate NI NCOD NI N1 N;2

r25 1 1 2 5

r26 2 1 2 6

r27 3 1 2 7

r38 4 1 3 8

r39 5 1 3 9

r310 6 1 3 10

r411 7 1 4 11

r412 8 1 4 12

r413 9 1 4 13

R12 10 1 1 2

R13 11 1 1 3

R14 12 1 1 4

6413 13 2 4 1 3

6214 14 2 . 2 1 4

6312 15 2 3 1 2

P125 16 2 1 2 5

P 126 17 2 1 2 6

P127 18 2 1 2 7

P138 19 2 1 3 8

P139 20 2 1 3 9

P1310 21 2 1 3 10

P1411 22 2 1 4 11

P1412 23 2 1 4 12

P1413 24 2 1 4 13

6276 25 2 2 7 6

6527 26 2 5 2 7

6625 27 2 6 2 5

40 39 28 2 10 3 9

68390 29 2 8 3 10

6938 30 2 9 3 8

613412 31 2 13 4 12

611413 32 2 11 4 13
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Redundancies

The redundant coordinates are of the type 2A1 + E which are

grouped at the end of the U matrix. The coefficients in the sym-

metrized redundant coordinates were determined according to

Appendix 1, Reference 101.

(I-5) S37a = (18+10o )
/ 2r

L`'Yi4_ ''YZ4_ ')/3/-Y4-Y5-.N16-Y7-N8- 9

+ 2(6 1+6
2

+6
3

)-6
4

-65 -(5
6

-6
7

-6
8

-45
9

]

E
(I-6) S38 = (6+6b2) -1/ 2[y

4
+y +y +6 +5 +5 -5 -5 -5

5 6 7 8 9 4 5 6 7 8 9

9A
(I-7) S39 = (9+9b2)-1/2

yi

j=1 k=1

Al
(I-8) S40 = (3 2 -1/2

where y = /MCH, 6 = /HCH, p = /CMC, a = /XMC.

The parameters a, and b are defined as:

sin P[cos P(1 +cos a)-cos 2 a-cos 2
pi(I-9) a

sin a cos a(1-cos 13)2

(I-10) b = sin 6[(cos 5(1+cos2y)-cos2y-cos25]

sin -y cos y(1-cos 6)2
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3./6 Hilo

The low frequency/ matrix elements were separated by an

inversion routine using the method described in Reference 28.

4. F Matrix

The program uses matrix elements Hilo values were used),

frequencies, and a Z matrix which defines F matrix elements, F..,

in terms of an independent set of force constants 1) according to:

(1'41) Fij -4"

Initially diagonal force constants and zero off diagonals were used for

cl) . Diagonal force constants in appropriate units are obtained from

v2 (cm -1)
(I -12) where X/ 1303.1

Z Matrix

The Z. elements used in Equation I-11 are obtained from

the following Z matrix.

1 1 1 1.0 2 2 2

1 3 4 1.0 2 3 6

3 1.0 1 2 4 1.0
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B. Potential Energy Functions

1 Cosine Potential (No Cou lin

If the three methyl groups are considered as three independent

oscillators, the kinetic and potential energy terms take the form:

P2 P 2 2 2 2 2+p
1D1

2I

p -Fp
3(I-13) Z+X y

2Iz 2Ix 2I1 E

(I-14) 2V = V0 -

3

j=1

cos 34). ,

where P , P , P are the components of net angular momentum,z y x

and Iz, Ix (=I
B) are the moments of inertia of the entire molecule.

p. = _(i /i)(8 /80 is the conjugate momenta about the orientation

angle of CH3 with respect to the framework, 4)j

2
IA and IE are

the reduced moments of inertia for internal rotation as explained

later.

By substituting Equations 1 and 2 into the Schrodinger wave

equation, Mathiu's equation' is obtained.

(1-15) TAT [E- (V

j=1

cos 3 = 0

1
An eigenvalue differential equation with periodic coefficient,

q + (6+E cos 2t)q = 0.
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The solutions for each torsional quantum level v gives two

sublevels, one is doubly degenerate E , and the other is nondegener-

ate A2 .

Using Herschbach's formulation and notation for the energy

levels we get:

(I-16) Evo- = 9/4r b
0-- Vo-

where

b
o-v= an eigenvalue of Mathiu's equation

o- = an index designating either the A2 or E level

v = principal torsional quantum number

r = reduced moment of inertia.
o-

(I-17) FA
2

21
A2

-112

(I-18) r
E 2IE and

(I-19) IE = I M[1-(3I
M

/21
x
)sin za]

,

(I-20) IA = I M[1-(3IM/21z)cos 2 a] ,

2

I = moments of the inertia of the methyl group about MC

bond

a = angle between the axis of the CH3 top and the z axis.
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Raman and infrared transactions correspond to differences

between the levels:

(I -2 1) -9E
o- 4 cr

-= r (Ab )
v v o-

Thus if the transitional frequencies and structural parameters

are known, .boo_ can be calculated. From this .6b
o-

, av

dimensionless parameter S can be obtained from tables of solu-

tions for the Mathiuts equation. The height of the barrier is related

to S by:

9
(1-22) V = 4 r

o-
s

Tables of of Ab
VG'

vs S are given in References 25 and 26.

Values of S slightly outside of these ranges were obtained by
o-

extrapolation.

2. Harmonic Potential (No Mixing)

This model accounts for the coupling between the methyl tops;

however, the torsional motions are treated as unmixed with the

skeletal modes.

This method has been outlined by Lide and Mann [6]. For this

model the wave equation becomes:
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(I-23) T417.
1

[E- (K+2L)x2 -
1

(K-U(C +X32 )]tliT = 0

where x. is defined in terms of
3

(1-24) x
1

= (3) -1/
'T

1/4,
1 T

+a,
2

(1-25) x2 = (6) I/2(41-4) c() )

(1-26) x3 (2)-1/2(4.2_433)

as follows;

The kinetic energy is given by Equation 1-13 in the previous

section, and the potential energy is obtained from Equation 1-4

by a linear transformation from (0 to x. coordinates.
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APPENDIX II: CIRCUITRY FOR PULSED DUAL
LASER EXPERIMENTS

A. General Comments

The control circuitry may be broken down into two subsystems:

the pump, delay, probe and counting control circuitry; and the signal

averaging circuitry. These are both housed in the same ADD; how-

ever, it is convenient to discuss them separately since for the most

part they operate independently. In general all external connections

are made with RG 58A /u coaxial cable employing standard BNC

connections where possible. The schematics are shown in Figure II-1

and II-2.

B. Pump-Delay-Probe and Counting Control Circuitry

The cycle pump pulse-delay-probe pulse and counting is driven

by the output of the Digital Timing Module of the ADD (a series of +5 v

spikes of adjustable period, see first waveform Figure 11-3). The

period of the cycle is determined experimentally; it must always be at

least twice as long as the vibrational lifetime to eliminate carryover

effects from previous pump pulses. The return of the spike to ground

(rise and fall time <20 ns) triggers MP ma monostable multivibrator,

causing it to change its output from its stable to unstable state, for a

time period determined by a built in, adjustable RC network. Typical
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pulse duration is 0.450 ms. It is this pulse which determines the

laser pump pulse duration. Since the light modulators (LM) require

more current and lower voltage than the monostable is capable of

providing they are interfaced by transistor (Q, see also waveform

Figure 11-3). Besides driving the modulator (LM1) the trailing edge

of the +1 v driving pulse (output Q1) also triggers time base A of the

556 Dual Beam oscilloscope. Time base B is operated in the Delayed

By A mode, and after the preselected delay period (determined by a

10 turn pot standard on the oscilloscope) a +7 volt spike is generated

and time base B is triggered. The +7 volt delayed trigger out spike is

interfaced to the monostable Mpr by NAND gate N1, since the 7 volt

spike is incapable of triggering the monostable, while it can activate

the NAND gate which in turn can drive the monostable.

M whose output is also adjustable by an internal RC networkpr

(as with M above) is interfaced with LM2 through Q2. The upper

oscilloscope trace (Figure II-1) shows the combined output of Q1 (off

period) and Q2 (on period) while the lower is an expanded scale display

of Q2' s on period (typically 14 p.$).

The lower trace time base (B) is adjusted such that the sweep

time matches the probe on time. The B state (Pin 4 Schem. II-1) of

the oscilloscope changes from 0 to at least 9 volts when trace B is

sweeping. It is the B gate output of the oscilloscope which determines

when the photon counter is activated, for it is desirable to have the
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counter operating only when the probe pulse is on. Since the counter

is enabled by logic 0 and disabled by logic 1, the divided (by voltage

divider R4, R5) B gate output is inverted by NAND gate N2 (Figure

II-2). It is this NAND gate which plays a crucial role in signal

averaging as discussed in the next section. Once the counter is

disabled, the cycle pump pulse-delay-probe pulse and counter enable

is complete, to be started again at the trailing edge of the next spike

from the Digital Timing Module.

In summary, the sequence of events for this cycle is as follows.

One of the clock spikes from the timing module triggers the pump

controlling monostable. Time Base A of the oscilloscope is triggered

on the falling edge of the 0.45 ms pulse. After a delay the scope

triggers the probe controlling monostable and Time Base B. The

sweep time of B is adjusted to coincide with the duration of the probe

controlling pulse. The B gate output is divided down to +5 v and

inverted by N2 in order to enable the photon counter only when the

probe pulse is striking the sample. Once the probe pulse is over the

cycle is complete, to be begun again at the next clock pulse.

1. Signal Averaging

Since the photon counter requires a logic 0 (at R) to be enabled,

it will only do so when both inputs (B gate out and 5 v J-K flipflop

output) of the NAND gate N2 are at logic 1. If one of these falls to 0,
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the counter cannot be enabled. This property plays a central role in

signal averaging and is used as follows.

The inverted B gate pulses which enable the counter are also

directed to the external oscillator pin (EO) of the cycle counter (CC,

Figure 11-2) in the ADD. The output of this card (point 10N) goes

through one undulation, logic every time the

external oscillator pin senses ION pulses (N is any integer from 0 to

7; in our case N = 3 is used almost exclusively). This is inverted

by N3 in order to make this waveform compatible with the input of a

J-K flip-flop (J-K). J-K changes state at Q from 0 to 1 (thereby

enabling the photon counter when the B gate out goes +) when it is

reset (at C) by the flip-flop reset switch and triggered (at T) by a logic

1 to 0 change. Q of J-K stays at 1 until the signal at T goes from 1 to

0 again (which occurs when the cycle counter has counted 10N pulses).

Q of the J-K is now locked at 0, rendering the counter disabled until

the J-K is reset at C.

In practice the photon counter is set to zero (by momentarily

depressing PB1), then upon being reset (by momentarily depressing

PB2) the J-K allows only 1000 enables of the counter. The accumu-

lated total counts is therefore 1000 times the average single pulse

value. This number is recorded as the signal corresponding to the

particular delay in use. The delay is changed and the clear-counting

sequence is resumed again.
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2. Photon Counting

The pulses corresponding to each photon detected by the PM tube

are shaped by the Pulse Amplifier circuit standard in the Cary 82.

This produces -3 v pulses 50 ns wide, characteristics within the

detectable range of the photon counter, a Monsanto 100C counter

which has a frequency response of 50 MHz and a sensitivity of 250.0

millivolts. The output of the Cary pulse amplifier circuit is coupled

to the counter (at point A, PC Figure 11-2 using BNC connectors) by

means of a 50 C2 coax cable terminated at 50 C2 (R6). The RC time

constant of this network is on the order of 2 ns. Consequently with

low light levels (to avoid counting errors caused by pulse overlap),

photon counting at v
e

is relatively straightforward.
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Legend for Figure II-1. The pump, delay, probe and counting
control circuitry.

B Connected to B in Figure II-2. This is the only coupling
between this and the signal averaging circuit.

LM1+ : Zenith Light Modulator M-40, forms pump pulse.
LM2 : Zenith Light Modulator M-40, forms probe pulse.
Mp Pump driving monostable on dual monostable card EU-800-

LA (I = input, pin 20; 0 = output, pin 15 or 16).
M Probe driving monostable (I = input, pin 20; 0 = output,pr pin 15 or 16).

N1 : NAND gate (interfaces delayed trigger out with M ) on
NAND gate card EU-800 JC. pr

Oscilloscope: Tektronix 556 dual beam oscilloscope.
1 Trace A (upper beam) channel 1 input with internal trigger-

ing.

2 : Delayed trigger out.
3 : Trace B (lower beam) channel 1 input; B is delayed by A

mode.

4 + B gate

Qi, Q2++ : 2N4422 Texas Instruments NPN transistor used to drive
light modulators.

R1 : 47 12

R2 : 15

R3 : 25 kS-2

V.f* : +5 volts D. C. , ±5 my; regulation ±0. 05% to 2 amps output.
From digital power module EU-801-II.

Note: The upper circles contain waveforms corresponding to two
cycles.

These components are housed in the Heath Analog Digital Designer.

++

These modulators have modified circuits which change their
behavior somewhat, permitting 100% modulation in first order.
The transistor circuitry is mounted on a card plugged into the
ADD.
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oscilloscope

Figure II-1. The pump, delay, probe, and counting control circuitry.
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Legend for Figure 11-2. The photon counting and signal
averaging circuitry.

Connector to B, Figure II-1 (+B gate).
CC Cycle counter, 1 MHz time base card #EU-800-KC.

EO : External oscillator, pin 27.
10N Decade scaling; pine 9 and 10 are normally used (both

provide access to 103).
J-K Dual J-K flip-flop card #EU-800-CB.
C : Clear input, pin 17.

Q output, pin 21.
T T (clock) input, pin 28.
NA, : NAND gates wired into flip-flop bounceless reset switch.
N2* : NAND controlling photon counter.

N3* : NAND wired as inverter to drive J-K.
: Push button switch which resets counter.PB1

PB
2

: Push button switch which drives the flip-flop, resetting
J-K thus commencing the generation of 10N enabling pulses
at the photon counter.

PC

A

N

R

: Photon counter--Monsanto 100C counter -timer.
: A-input connector.

: Reset line--a logic 0 here for 10 p.s resets the counter to
zero.

Count-enable input- -counting is enabled only when a logic
0 is here.

R4 : 100 S2

R5 470 Both housed in a Tektronic mini plug-in case.
:

R6 : 50 C2

R7 : 10 kS-2

R8 : 10 kO

S : Connected to pulse amplifier circuit of Cary 82 spectrom-
eter by a 50 S2 coaxial cable.

Note: The lower three circles contain waveforms corresponding to
10N cycles

* These components are housed in the Heath Analog Digital Designer.
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Figure 11-2. The photon counting and signal averaging circuitry.
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Figure 11-3. Waveforms of the control circuitry. *This output holds

only if other input is at logic 1, if not N2 output is
locked at logic 1.


